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The APPLICATION OF VICHMIZAttiJN SURVEY. RESULTS Pro-
ject is funded by tl* Statistics Division of the Nillidnal Criminaltiustice
friformation and Statistics Service of the Law Enforcement Assistance.
Administration. This research prolect hitt a its aim the adalysis of the
data generated by the Natiofial Crime iSurveY studies of criminal
victimization undertaken for LEAA by tljé United States Bureau of the
Census. More specifically, this research( project, asits title suggests,
encourages the use of the National Crime Survey data 'to examine issues,
that have particular re evance for applicatioris to the immediatedietds of v
operational crimal justice programs. 4

"Yhis aim is pursued in two ways. Fikt, the projtct staff has conducted a
series of regional seminars go the history, nature, uses, and lirnitations+of\,
the National Crime Survey victimization data. Jfiese seminars, 'attended'
by criminal justice planners, t.rimeo#nalysts, researchqs, and operating
agency personnel; have Served as a useful exchange for disseminating
information about the 1:E.AA/Census Victimization surveys and for
soliciting from attendep suggestions for topics that they wpUld like to see
explored w0 the avaitalile victipization survey data. Second, based on
these suggestions and on topics gene-rated by the .project staff at the
Criminal Justice. Research Center, the project staff has undertaken a series
of analytic..reportl that give special attention to applications. of the
victimization survey results to questiOns of interest to opentional criminal
justice prograins.Thisjeport is .one in the analytic series.

The Iliitional Crime Survey victimizZition data provide a wealth 'of
important information about attitudes tokardz the police, fear of criminal.

\ victimization-, characteristics' of victims, the natuçç of victimizations, the
cohsequences of crimes to victims, characteristic f offenders, th6'failure
of victims to report crimes to the police,, reasons ven by victims for not
nOtifying the pOlice, and differences between those. ictimizations that are
and those that are not 'reported to' the Police...

Te National,Crime Survey results make itvailable systematic informa-
tiori The scope and depth of which has not herttofOre been available. These

v
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data constitute a vast store or infiermatidn that can be a substantial utihty
to the criminal justice comMunity. Kn'Owledge about characteristics of
victimized persons, ttousaokis. and commercial establishments and about
when and when victimizations occur have particular relevance for public
education programs, police patrol strategies, and environmental engineer-'
ing. information on the` nature and extent of injury-and loss in criminal
victimization cam provide data necessary for determining the feasibility of,
or planning for, programs for restitution and compensation to victims of
crime. Information about the level of property recovery after burglaries
and larcenies is .useful for assessifig 'the need for property identification
prbgrams. Knowledge about .the.lokels of nonreporting to the police and
about the kinds of victimizations that are disproportionately( not reported
to the police give on indication of the nature and extent of biase-s in police
data on offerqs known. .

These are only a .few of the atgas in which results of vktimization
survey data have the pot'eutial for informing decisionmaking and shaping
public policy. It is thr- aim of 'this series of,anakytic reports to explore
some of the potential applicatiOns of the victimizatiotl surveY results and
to stimuliite discussion about both the utility .and lirvitations of such

, t ;apphcations.,

MICHAEL J. HINDUlANG
Project Director
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Highlights of the Findings .

1

Victimization survey data from 26 cities are used in this report to examine rape
and attempted repo The victimliations described are those that involved female
rape and ittemeted repe victims who were attacked by offenders they did not know.
In addition to Examining rape victim and incident charaeteriatics, the survey cial
are used to- look at characteristics of the offenders as 'perceived by their victims.
Some highlights .of this analysis include:

Charecteristics of Victims: Rates of rape and attempted rate victimization
within victim age, race, marital status, major actiity (for example working,keeping
house, in school) and income categories are reported. The survey data indicate that
rates .of rape and attempted rape in the 26 cities were higher for young women
(compared with dicier women), Igack and other,racial minority women (coMpared
with white women), and women who were never married or were divorced or
separated (coppere0. with those h o were married or widowed). In addition,
wOmen whose Trial& petivities took them awes), (Tom the home and those with lower
fain4y-iyvoines had tlieier rates of rape and attempted rape victimization than did
women whb ipent mast of their time at home-and those with higher family incomes.

.
2, Characteiriet)fs Of Victims in Conjunction With Characteristics 'of Offenders:

The age and race cliaiacteristic;, of rape and attempted rape victims are looked at
together with the sameharicteristies of their offenders, . The data indicate that
victimt in all age categories were itioit often attacked by offenders perceived to be 21
cn- older, although when more tOan (Ale offender was involved both the victim and
the offender were younger The itirvey data also show that rape and attempted rape
in the 26 cities were highly illtra-racial, although less intra-racial when the victim
wai white.

3. Some Elements of Victlinization: Stirvey data are used to examine elements
of rape -and attempted ram victimizitions---including time, place, number of
qffTnders and number of victims, theft and weapon use. More rapes and attempted
rapes occurred in the evening and nighttime hours than during the day, and more.
tocik ',Ube in au open public area such as a street or a park than in any other
location. Most attacks were committed by one offender and the vast majority
involved one victim. Theft was an ekment in only ,a small minority of the
victimizations. Although weapons were used in lets' than half of the victimizations,
weapon use appeared to be effective as a means of intimidatibnthat is,
proportionately more attacks were-completed when thc offender was4ettned. Knives
were the most common weapons Used in rape and attempted rape.
4

4. Some Consequences of Victimization: Lastly, this report looks at some
consequences of rape and attempted rape attacks, such as tile use of self-protective
measures, injury, ind reporting the offense to the police. Mont victims in the 26
cities surveyed,did eomething to protect thcmsclves. The survey data show that
when a woman did something to defend herself, she increased the chances that the
rapt attack would not be completed; however, she also increased the likelihood that
she would receive additionil(noh-rape) injuries. Most often the injuries resulting
from rape and attempted eipe vietimization were eittier injuries that were directly
associated with the physical act of rape itself, or minor additional injuties such as
bruises, cAti, and scratches. The data also indicate that only slightly over half of tpe
women who reported rape end attempted rape victimization to survey interviewers
said that the incident had been reported to the police. Victims who failed to'report
most often said either that they considered the incident to be a private or personal
matter or that they thought nothing could be done, that there was a lack of proof.



Ra Re Viciimization in 26 American Cities

I ntrodtictie.
A COMBIN ATION of 'factors, ranging fro-in an
upward trend irturbila violence to the growth of the
women's movement to the current concern with the
treatment Of victims of crime, has brotight increased
attention to the crime of forcible rape.' The Federal
Bureau of lOestigation's. Uniform Crime Reports
it/('R) for 1975 indicates that forcible rape makes up
only I percent of the total crime index and 5 percent of
the Niolent crime index. However, the seriousness of
rape is determined not by its vOlume but by its nature.
Throughout history rape has been viewed ai onc of the
most vile and atrocious crimes.

The study of forcible rape has tttaditionally f?cused
on the offender and' on the crime itself, not /on the
victim. Much of what is known about rape is the result
of research using either data on crimes reported to ths
police or data gathered from interviewing convicted
rape offenders. Together, these studies-have reported
patter?s in rape that include factors such as temporal
and spatial patterns, offender characteristics and
motives, modus op andi, and to a limited extent,
characteristics of vi ims and victim-offender rela-
tionships.

In addition to failing to focus on the victim,
attempts to describe and explain rape that,are based
entirely on police file data or data gathered from
samples of convicted rapists have other shortcomings.
The major problem with using police data on rape is
that the offense is notoriously underreported,
although the degree of underreporting has been a
matter of dispute. Researchers, using police files have

'Forcible rape is generally Oefined as the carnal knowledge
of a woman by a man, forcibly and, against her will Carnal
knowledge here means sexual jntercourse It is not necessarY
that the penetration of the vagina be complete and Sexual
emission need nOt Occur

estimated that the rape cases reported to the police
represent anywhere'from 5 to 50 Percent of the actdal
number of rapes committed -in a given' year (Amir,
1211:27). Another probilup with'using data drawn
from police files is the major differences that exist
among police departments in the classification and
recording of raRe incidents. (Chlippell, 1975)

Studies using data gathered from samples of
convicted rape offenders are also often limited.
Generalization from these studies is hampered by
small unrepresentative samples. Only a fraction of
rapes reported to the police result in arrest. Of those
arrested and charge& an even smaller proportion are
ultimately convicted and incontratedlor this offense.
Fotexample, a recent Study in Seattle indicated that of
the 315 rapes reported to the police in 197*; only 6
cases resulted in a conviction for rape or attempted
rape (Chappell and James, 1976.. )

In this report, victimization rvey data will be
rape. Because theused to examine$pe and atternp

victimization survey data are not subject to the
shortcomings mentioned above; they,can fill in gaps

-left by traditional data sources. Pot' ee.u121pita good
deal of information on victim and incident characteris-
tics can be obtained because of the types of twestions

'asked. Thesurvey data can also provide 1an indication
'both of the extent of and the reasons for victims not
reporting rape to the police. Finally, consistency in
classification It nd recOrding is possible because the
data are collected by a single ag5ncy u4g standard
definitions, collection techniques. and' data classifi-
cations.

I s

City Data

The rape data in this report are the result 61'26 city
-victimization surveys conducted in 1974 aid 1975 by
the Bureau of the Census for the Law Enforcement



Assistance Administration (LEAA).2 Interviews were
co4ductesc1 with representative samples of .roughly.
10,000 households (22,00) individuals) in each of the
26 cities.

Estiffiated rates of rape based on city surveys do
not reflect the rape rate nationally. The rape rates in
this report (based on representative city simples)
Vannot be used to estimate the extent of rape across the
natioN however, they can bt used to describe rapt in
urban areas where it is a moreraeriOus crime problem.
'The F.B.I.'s Uniform Crime Reports fikr : 1975

indicated that aii-han areas have much higher rates of
rape. According 'to the UCR, in 1975 the rape rate in
urban areas was 61 victims per 100,000 females, Cities
outside metropolitan,areas experienced a rate of 26 per
100,000 fethales'; rural areas, a rate of 23 per 100,000
females (Kelley. 1976:22).

. "<
Female Victimi

The victimization surveys obtained information
. from both men and women on victimizations that were

classified as rape and attempted rape. Victimizatifins
were classified as rape or attempted rapt on the basis of
information that was.obtained by survey questions on
threats, attacks, and injury.3 However, the small
number le cases in which the victim .was a male
severely hinits what can bt said about these incidents.
In addition, the crime of rape is generally, both legally
and socially, considered a crime against women. For
these reasons, this report will deal only with the
victimization data in which the rape victims wers
wymen.

Limitafions of Victimization
Survey Data on Rape

Victi4Ation survey data on rape have limitations.
First, there is a general ,probleM, faced in all

/The cities are Atlanta, 88114more. Boston. Buffalo, Chicago.
Cincinnati. Cleveland Dallas. Derwer. Detroit. Houston, Los
Angeles. Miami. Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Orleans.
Newark New York. Oakland, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh.
Portiend. San Diego. San Prancisco St Louis. and Washing-
ton See An IntroductIon tto ore Nettonel Come Survby
Analytic Report SO-VAD-4 Garofalo..James. end Hilideng.
Michael 3. Law Enfoement Assistance Administration,
National Criminal JustThe information and Statistics Service,
Washington. D C Government Printing .Office, 1979

3Victims who Were threatened. attacked, or injured Were
asked about the nature of the threat, attack, or injury. A
victimization was classified es a rape if rape was the method of
attack or the type of injury A victimization was classified as an
attempted rape if there was verbal threat of rape, or if
attempted rape was the method of attack, or if there were
attempted rape injuries

2

zavictimition survey inteiviews, of victims being

unable or unwilling to.report the incident to thc survey
interviewer. In addition, there are special problems
involved when a rupc yictim is interviewed.

The general problem of victims not repOrting
incidents to survey interViesstrs occurs for several
reasons. The victim may have simply forgotten the
incident or may for spine reason te unwilling to Jeport
it to thOnterviewer. F9r exemple,-rape victims who
know their attackers may be lesS willing to report the
offense than those who are raped by strangers. V itims
of known and unknown assailants may be unwilling to
report the attack to the interviewer because of
embarrassment or because it is difficult and onpleasint
fOr them to discuss it.

There are special problems when a rape victim is
interviewed. The major difficulties with tle isurvey
interview procedure designed to elicit rape victirnini-
tions result from both the content of the suyvey
questions and from the manner in Ahich the interview
is conducted. First, survey intervRwers do not ask
victims directly if they have . been raped. Rather,
respondents are asked if they have-been assaulted. If
they respond affirmatively, there is further inquiry into
the nature of the assault to determine if it can be
classified as a rape. Because the assault question is
asked first, the suivey instrument may fail to detect
rape victimizations or may misclassify them as
assaults. The second problem is thal the interview may
he conducted in the presence of other ,household
members. In these situations,- the victim may be
reluctanCto report to the interviewer certain types of
attacks, such as those not known to other household
members or tsose committed by'family members.

These problems were examined by the San Jose
Methods Test of Known Crime Victims, a feasibility
study conducted by the Bureau of the Census for
LEAA (LEAA, (972). The reverie record check design
tested whether the survey instruments could suc-
cessfully elicit mention of certain' victimiziOns from
victims known to the police. The San Jose study
indicated that of those rape victiffis known to thc
police and for whom it was possible to obtain.an,
ipterview, two-thirds reported the_incident to survey
interviewers. The study also suggested that the extent
of not reporting was influenced by whether or not the
atiacier was known to the victim. Eighty-four percent
of 'the rape attacks by strangers were reported to
interviewers, compared with only 34 -percenof the
rape attAcks by known assailants'.

The report of the San Jose study also noted that 5
(out of 30) of the,known rape victims mentioned the
incident in the interview but reported to interviewers
the kind of detaits that Caused tie..event to be classified

1 4



as an assault in thc survey. On the basis of information
given tithe victims, there was no way,,of determinitlg if
these cases were misclassified as rapes by the poliec-or
as assaults by the survey.

1 he results ot the San Jose study have several
imphcations for the analysis in-this rePort.. First, the
SurVey data inthis report provide information on all
rape and attempted rape victims who reported the
incident to the interviewer, tkotti thOse who reported it
to the police and those who failed to do so. However;
the survey data do not.contain Mformation on two
groups of victims: thosc who reported the incident to
'the police but not to thc interviewers and those who did
not report it to either the police or the interviewers.
I he San Jost study provided an indication of the
proportion of victims who report the incident to the
pohce hut fail to report to survey interviewers.

Appendix A presents Some data on rape, by
nonstrangers.

Rapes oNmitted by Strangers

rile relationship hetween thc rape victim and
. offender can vary from a close personal relationship to

onc in .which the assailanis unknown to the victim.
Survey intervieweasked rapt victims if the attacker
was someone, known or if hc ;vas a stranger. (See
Appeydix B, source codes 140 and 147.-rhe source
conlis, arc the circled numbers to the left of the
questions.) .rhe data obtained in response to this
question arc 'given in4able I. In the analysis used in
this table, the Offender was classified as a "stranger"if
the' victim reportect that h? was a stranger .or was,,
known by sight only, or if the viefitn didn't knowHowever, neither thc survey data nor the reverse whether or not she K ew him. The offender was

record check method can be used to estimate what 4 ClasSified as a "nonstran r" i kti cas in.vhich he was a
proportion of .victims do not report the incident to the casual acquaintance or well known to the victim. Thepolice or to the interviewers. latter includes Cases in which he was a relative.

A second cautTbn,of thc San Jose study is that the The data show an estimated 39,310 rape and
surveys rrilry-leA-ZIeteeted some rape victimizations' attempted rape victimizatimis occtirred in the 26 cities.hut packed up details which caused them to be More than four out of five (82 percent) were
misclassified as assaults. I,f someof thc rapes in the 26 committed by strangers. However, this probably does
cities were classified assaults, this would also imply not reflact, the actual proportion of rapes involving
that the data in this r rt underestimate the extent of strangers. .the-resultS of the San Jose reverse record
ra pe check showed that only 54 percent ot rapos committed

Finally, because (If the low rate of reporting by rape by nonstraingers were reported to survey interviewers.'
-victims of nown assailants, caution should be by known victims.. compared with 84 percent of thelt
exerckd in ii erpreting Ow victimization survey data rapes committed by strangers: This difference in
on rapes committed by attackers known to the victim reporting suggests that the rape data from the 26 cities
-rhe body of this report will deal only with those rapt Surveyed 'May he biased by undercounting thc
attacks that involved unknown assailants., however. nonstranger rapes to a greater extrnt than the Stranger-

s

TABLE 1 Estimated percentages of stranger' and nonstranger rape and attempted
rape victimization, 26 cities aggregate

Victim-offender
relationship

Typo of victimizati&

Attempted Estimated number
Rap* rape of victimitations

,stranger 32%b 68% (32,180)
80%c 83% 82%

Nonstranger 37% 63% (7,130)
20% 17% 18%

'Estimated number.of victimitations .33% . 67% 100%
4 (12,970) (26,340) (39,310)

:Excludes victimization of m6tes.
Row percentage

CColumn percentage
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to-stranger rapes. Applying weighting factor's derived
froMithe San 'Ene restilts may give a more accurate
state of the proportnms of stranger and nonstran.

ger/rape. When tk weighting factors are applied to the
data in,Table 1, it can be estimated that 74 percent of
the total rapes and attempted rapes in the 26 cities
Surveyed were committed by strangers artA 26 percent
in offenders known to the victims.

_

Because of the probable undercountin* of
nonstranger rapes in the victitnization surveys from
which the data in this report are derived,'only stranger-
to-stranger rapes, that is, those victimizations in which
the ,attacker was not known to the Victim, will be
considered in the body of this report. Appendix A will
briefly highlight .some of the findings in the
nonstranger rape data.

Analytic Format

The victimization survey do,j,ii will be used 'to
examine rape victim, offehder, a itti incident character-
istO. First, rates of rapt and attempted rape
victimization with0 age, race, marital status, major
activity and income categories will ben:wok/ed. Then
age and race charactoristics of the victim will bt looked
at in conjunction with the same characteristics of their
offenderk. Next, elements of rape victimizations
including time, place, number of offenders and,
number of victims, theft and weapon use-S will be
reported. Lastly, this report will look at some
consequences of rape attacks; such as the use of self-
protective measures, injury, and reporting the offense
to l'he police.

Victim Characteristics
section of the report will examine age; race,

marital status, major activity, and incometharacteris-
tics of victims of rape and attempted rapt. Victim
characteristics will be described 'in terms of rates of
rape and attempted rape per 100,000 females 12 years
of age or okier. Because the rates arc it mputed by
dividing ttv number of rapt and attempted rape
victimizatio?ts by the eStimated nuMber of women 12
years of age or older in the 26 cities, they can be used as
one estimate of the risk of being the victim oils rape
attack.4 For example, the rate data will ,suggest

'The rates of rape end attempted rape victimization are
arrn.)d at by dividing the hurrTber,of rape and attempted rape
victSmizhoons by the estimated number bf women 12 years of
age or older in the 26 cities Because the numerator used is
vrcorritzar/oris rather than victims, these rates probably
overestimate the risk of being the victim of a raPe attack This
overestimation will occur because some victims may have
reported more than one rape victimization

4
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answers to questions.sucll as whether the risk of rapeis
higher for younger,Or fdr older women, for single or
married women, otH for white women or romen 'of
minority rates.

1

,

In adttion, rates of rape and attempted rape for
victims in different,categories of these demographic or
characteristic variahles)wifl be examined usitio an
index that comparrs rates of rape with rates of
attempted rape. Thls will give an indication ot the
relative- risk Of being the victim of a more tierious,
complete !! rape attack. The iridex is obtained by
dividing the rate of rape by the rate of attempted rapc.s
The resulting ratio an be considered a completion
ratio because it compares the risk of being the victitn of
it completed rape athick (apipe) with the risk of being
the victim of a rape tuck .vhith is not completed (an
attempted rape). Fo example, for any given category
of victims when the comOletion ratio is .50 the risk of
being a victim of an attempted rape, regardless of the
total risk in ttlat category. When the completion ratio
is 1.00, the risk of beMg a victim of rape is equal to the
risk of being a victrm of attempted rape. When the
completion ratio is 2.00, the risk of being a victim oC
rape is twice the risk of being a victim of attempted
rape. More simply, the higher the ratio is, the greater is
the Klative risk of being the victim of a completed rape
attadc. Thi completion ratio will be useful in

comparing the victimization experience of victims in
different categories of variables su4as age and race. \
For example, if the risk 'of being the victim of a rape
attack is Much higher for younger women compared
with older women, it will be useful to know if younger
women also have a relatively greater risk of being
victims of completed rape attacks, or if older' women,
who have a much lower overall risk, have a relatively
greater risk of being victims of completed rape attacks.

In this section of the report and in the sections that
follow, the analysis will be restricted at times by the
small nunsiber.of victimizations in given categories. For
example, comparatively fev rape and attempted rape
victimiations weresreported to surveyinterviewers by
elderly women. Estimates based on about 50 or fewer

sample cases may , be statistically unreliable. In the
tables that follow, where the base upon which rates or
percentages are calculated contains about 50 or fewer
sample casts; this problem will bc indicated by a
footnote.

kater in thi5 report this index will be obtained by dividing
/he' proportion of rapes by the proportion of attempted rapes,
rather thanby dividing the rate of rape by the rate Of attempted
rape. Although the retio will be calculated using proportions
rather than rates, the interpretation of the ratio is similar

d



Ago

(Ienerally, young women ekperience the greatest
risk of being v4tims of rape att4ks. Research studies
that, have used police data -report that most rape'
victims ate in their late teens or early twenties iAmir,
1971; MacDonald, 1971) The victimization survey
data also indicate that the aie.groups that experienced
the highest risk of rape attacks.were those including
victims rAging from 16 to 19 and fiorn 20 to Z4 years

he risk of rape and attimpted Tape victimization
then decreased dramatibally as t'he women got older.

_

The rates of tape Ind attempted rape victimizatioh
for victims of different ages are illustrated ill Figure'l. its
The rate of rape was'highest among wornen between J6
and 19 years. old (2:V per 100,000); it declined ob,nly
slightly foi women between 20 end 24 years old (24,
per 100,000). 'The tate of rape,t'hemshowed substantial
decreases fts women got older, although it was slightlyt;.
higher for Pomen 65 or older than for women 50 to 64
years d. The rate of attempted rapt washigher thIn
the rate of rape for women in every age group except
the oldest (65 and over). 10 attempted rape
victimizalionsob data show a similar pattern in the

FIGURE 1 .Estimated rates (per 100,000 females 12 years of age or,older) of rape and
attempted rapeivictimization, by age of victim, 26 cities aggregate

Age:

III Rape

riAttempted rape

12-15 .16-19 20-24 25-34
Population base: 1.039.522 1,059,850 1,490,446 2,202,277

33-49
2,419,101

a,Excludes rape and attempted rape victimizati by nonstrangers and yi0imization of rnales.'Estimate.based on about 50 or fewer sample Sas, may be statistically unreliable
°Estimated number of females in the p hktlon in given age categories.

65-99
1,938,380
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TABLE 2 'Estimated rates (per 100,000 femalia 12 years 'Of age or oliler),and per-
centages of rape and attempted rape vIctimization, bN,krace of viCtirn, /qkcities
ageregate8

Rade of victim

Look/other 6. 1 TotakType .of viotkrizaiion 'White

Rape
at -/

Attompiiiii rap*

Estimated number of ictimizations

Population -based'.

bExcludes rape and
n__Column percent.
-Estimated rats pardEstimated number

67, 116

4/13696
.-is4 213

(i 9,353) .,(12,827)

8,755,860 3,902,316

3Q%
82

6896
173

(32,18,0)

12,658,176

ttmpted tape victirnyeat'Ion by nonstranger e. and viCitimhation of males.

100.000 ferne4s 12 years of age or older in given race categoriei
of femalis 12 years of age or older in given race categories.

rates as the victim gets older: As Figure I illustrates,
\ the rate of attempted rape washighest among women
between' the ages of 20 and 24 (488 per 100,000)._

The rate data indicatc, that the risk of rape and
attempted rape attacks is highest for young women
and that as women get older their chances of being
attacked decline substantially. Whe9, these rate data
for rape and attempted rape are converted into
completion ratios ,s'ome interesting results emerge.
Although the rates ,of rape and Etttempteid rape were
quite low for elderly women (65 or over), the
completion rat** is highest -for this group (1,07).
Compared with Women in all other age groups, elderly
women experienced the azatest relativvisk ocbeing
victims of' rape aucks thAllevere completed. The data
also show that the category of vroineh between the ages
of 25 and 14 experienced much lower rates of rape and
attempted rape than women from 16.to 19 and from 20
to 24 years old; however, their completion ratio (.58) is
about the same ai that of 16 to 19 year old women(.57)
and slightly higher than that of 20 to 24 year old
women (.46).

These results suggest that for elderly women and
for women between the ages of 25 and 34 the
victimization experience in sexual assault is nOt
adequately described by rates of rape and' attempttd
rape alone. The completion ratios show that althotkgh
these women experienced lower retell of rape and
attempted rape than young women, their relative .risk
of being victims of rape attacks that i>vere completed
was equal to or greater than the risk experienced by
young women. Because rape is a more serious assault

than attemPted raPe, 'hese resulti suggest that while

6
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the-rate of victimiution for elderly women and women
between the ages of 25 and 34 may be lower than that
fOr young women, the victimizations suffered may be
more serious.s

Race

Researchers using police data have reportedthas
Iklack and,other minority women have a much greater

risk of being raped than do white women (Amir, 1971;

MacDonald, 1971k, The victimization data also
indicate that the rates of rape and attempted rape in the
26 cities wet-I substantially higher for black and other
minority women than for white women.e

Table 2.indicates the rate of rape for black and
other minority women tvas 1.7 tithes the rate for white
wome4 (115 compared with 67 per 100,000). In
attempted rape victimization, the rate for minority
women was1.4 times the rate for whites (213 compared
with 1.54 per 100,000).

The survey data a/so show that rape attackstnay be
nrre ilerious, in terms "cita greater likelihood of their
being completed, when victims arc black or other
minority race members. Completion ratios calculated

6Because races other than b!ack and white conNtitute too
small a oroportion of the oopplatIon in the 26 cities to permit

I worste analysil, in this' report N"bther" race victims are
grouped with black ,,victiMs end are referred 'to as "black and
other minority yictims'! or at timerlminonty victims." It is
important tO note that the term "minority" as used here rCates'
to rpinority rile., and not minority grndps. For example,
although oriental victitne-are included in the "black and other
minority.' rate 'category, white Spahish,speaking people ere

vneluded in the white race category.

4I
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from the ratp data in Tal)le 2 indicate rtiat the relative
risk of beind the victim ot a eornplettd ripe attack was
slightly higher for thinOrity women 'than for white
women (.54 compared. with 44.41. The relativsty higher
risk of rape Ifttacks being completed ktr,. minority
wqmen siould suggest thsi,their sexual Csautts arc
more Serious: 'however, it should be noted OW this
finding could. be 't result of reporting diflererices.
Because of cultural differeripes, black and other
mlugritv wolann may tend to report ohly the mokr.
serious rape Victim4nttions; thItt is, they.Aay simply
not report attempted rape itttacks to sur'vev
interviewers as often as white women. do.

. Age and Race

When t..hc data for rape and attempted rape arc
examined 1while jointly controlling the victim's race
and' age, it is seen that the rates of vict)minition were

1111111

nos always higher fOr minority women than they wcre
for white women. Figurc 2 indiC.ates that th? 6te of
rape was higher 19r blackmind other ivinority women
than it wat lot 'white women in every age category.
However, tht rate of altempted rape victimization was
not . vnsi'stently higher for black And other m.knority
worr4n across age cateinries. Young white women (1,2.
to 19 yciAr oldsLexperienced a much greafer' risk of
1;eing victihis I attempted rapt than did..young
minority 14,omen. (36 slompaned, with 270 Pr
100,000). However, in the victith age categories 20 tc;
34 and 35 nd older KAI and other minoipy,women
had highef rates of attempted rape than did whit&-
women.

Thus, the rate data for rape and attempted rape
victimizations in the 26 cities indicate that although the
risk of being a victim of attempted rape was generally
higher for minority women than for white women, it
was not higher for those women under the age ofsa

FIGURE 2 Estimated rates^ (per 100,000 females 12 years oLage or older) of rape and
attempted rape victimization,' by race and age of victim, 26 cities aggregate'

-1
Rate
400

300

200

100

0 14-

355 III White rape

White
attempted rape

Blaa/other
ape

A

Black/other
attempted rape

4.4

Age:
White population base:c.
Black/other

population base:c

12 to 19
.1,264,505

834,80

20 to 34
*2,444.07Ei

1,248,645*

a.ExCitides rape and attempted rape victimization by nonstrangers apd victimization of malesb
Estimate, based on about 50 Q r fewer sample cases, may be statistically unreliable

.

cEatirnated nurvber of females in the population in given race and age cAtegoriea

9

35 artg older
5.1047,277

1 818,804



Marital /Status

Estimated rifg of rapc and attentpted rap*c

victimGatipn; by marital status of yictim, tiTe given.in
Table 3. The data in .thist table show that in the cities

, surveyed women who were never married:followed by
divorced or Separifted women, had the highest rates of
rape (163 and 135 per 1043,0(X)); these groups also had

/-the.highw rates, of attemptedwe (332 and 265 per
it)O.,000).. Compared with thele ir.oUps, married
wdraen anO widows had much lower rates.of rape and
attempted rapelbese survey findings are comistent
with studies using police data, st,udies that report that
the majority of rape. victims are unmarried.

However, when 'rates o,f rape and attempted rape
are examined controlling for the age of the victim,
soMe differences emerge. Among the 12 to 19 year old
women, the highest rates of rape andiotempted rape .
are found among the divorced"separated, followed by
the married, and then the never married women.
Among the 20 to 34 year olds, the highest rates of rape
and attempted rape are ,fOund among the never
married, followed clogely by the divorced!' separated
and then the married women.'Finally, among women
35 or older, the highest rates of rape and attempted
rape victimization are found among the divorced:
separated, followed by the never married, anii then the
married women. Generally, then, the highest rates of
rape and attempted' rape were found among
divorced; separated or never married women. 'Flits
.may suggest that the particular style of life or major
activities of bdth married and divoreed or separated
women is related to their 'greater risk of being victims
of rape otacks.

. When the rape and attempted rape rate data from
Table 3 arc used in completion ratios. comparing the

rateof rape to the ratediof attempted rape, these refit%
are slightly higher for lever married and divorced or 1/4.
separated woolen (.49 an,d .51, respectively) than they
art for married ,and` widowe4) women, (.43 And .34,
respectively). This suggests that in additioa to the
finding that the risks of rape and attempted, rape
victimization were_ higher for nevei_ married and
divorced or separated women, these groups also had Ek
relatively higher risk of being victims of completed
rapt attacks.

l'hus,. in the 26 cities surveyed, women who were
never married or were divorued or eparated

pe'rienced both eeater risk of being victims of rape
And attempted rape and greater relative.risk of being
victims of completed rape attacks than their margied or
widowed counterparts. It is suggested that their higher
rates of victimization may be related to their lifestyles
and to their patterns of daily activities. This leads tti an

..wexamination of the major activities of rape victims.

Major Activity
The` major activity of tesOondents over 16 years

old was determined by asking them what they weft
doing most of the time during the week preceding the
interview.7 Responses fell into eight categories, as
shown in Table 4. it can be seen from the data in this
table that themajof activities of women over 16 years
of age with high rates of rape and attempted, rape
included going to school, looking for work, with a job
but not at work, and other major activity. Women with
cOmparatively lower rates of rape and attempted rape
were women who were keeping house, unable to work,
or retired.

'The rrialor activity of respondents between the ages of 12
and 16 was not obtained in the survey interview

TABLE 3 Estimated rates (per 100,000 females 12 years or older) of rape and
afterpted rape victimization, by marital status of victim, 26 cities aggr6gate8

4. t

Marital status of victim

, Navin, Divorced/ , Not
Typo of victimization Married married **pawed Widowed ascertained Total

Population baseb 5,785,740 3,738,880 1,385,453 1,891,085 56,057 12,858,176
, I

Rape 37 183 136 13c 0 , 82

...

Attempted rape 86 332 285 38c 206c 173

) r-

aaxcludes rape and attempted rape victimization by nonstrangers and victimization of males.
:Estimated number of females 12 years of age or older in the population In given marital status categdres.
"Ihtimetc based on about 60 or favor temple cases, may be statistically unreliable. -
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TABLE 4 Estimated rats (per 100,000 females.12 y ars otagb or oide0 'of rap4 and attempted rape victimiza .
tion, by major activity of victim, 26 cities eggnogs pa , ....

4 . ,

! " i 6

. , Major eativity tf:aictl'm\
\ .

Typo of . Under 18, Wtth job/ Woking Kstipityg i In

victimIzatiori yews &du 40orking norat work for wMc hou so Schdol

A

Unable
to work Retired Other Tote!

Porzulationbasec 1,039,622 4,254,444 132,868 177,014 4,759,872 903,696
-

NsPe eod 86 150d 106d -ii
71 148'

,

Attempted rape . 214 203 *- 303d 327d . 123. 19

,

366,184

109d

103d

'690,392

Od

Od

243,640

214d

326u

11,628,110

.82

173

Excludes rape and attempted ritp victiMization by nonstrangers and victimization of males.,̀
"The major activity of respondents under 16 years bf age was not obtained in the survey interview.
Estimated numtibr of females 12 years of age or older in the population, in given major activity categories.

dEstimate. based on about 50 or fewer cases, may be itatistically.uhreliable. .
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The survey results of the major activity of rape
victiMs are congruynt with what the age and marital
status rate data suggested. In addition to the findings
_that women who have a high risk of bring vittims of
rape and attempted rape were young women and
women who were single or dis,orced or,separated, the
survey results suggest that women with high rates of
rape and attempted rape victimization were women
whcts,e major activities took them out'of the home mot;
often.

Income

Police departments generally do
income or occupation of victims of
reason, research using police files

FIGURE 3

Rate

400

300

200

100

not recrd the
crime. For this
has relied on

/
indicators suct as race or neighborhood of residence to
make inferences about the income or social class of
rape victims (Amir, 1971).

Victimization survey interviewers record the total
family income for each household interviewed, and
thus permit an analysis of the income oT rape victims.
Because the incdme dati obtained in the suryey
interview are total fa rniiy income,rat her than income of
indikidual household members, tiae income tables in
this report may or may nbt reflect thepersonal income
of the rape victim. HoweVel, in light of the number of
victims who reported being unemployed, keeping
house, or going to'schoo), family income is probably a
hetter indicator of the income of rape victims than
would be their personal incomes.

The survey findings in Figure 3 indicate an inverse
relationship between family income andriais of rape

Estimated rates,(per 100,060 females 12 years of age or older) of rape and
attempted rape victimization, by family income of victim, 26 cities aggregate*

172

331

.4

102

201

1101)

149

111 Rape

[1 Attempted rape

1'46

_

1-30'3
107 a

49b
276

11b

Income: tees th $3,000- $7,500- $10,000- V15,000- $25,000 Income not
$3,0 7,499 9,999 14,999 24,999 or more a sceils I n ed

Population base C 1,392,599 3,202,000 1,294,688 2,591,053 1,993,089 752,452 1,432,180

xcltides rape ar k! attempted rape victirzation by nonstrangers and victimization of males

-stimate,
based on about 50 or few(frg71-mple cases may be statistically unreliable .

cEsnreated nurnhel f ferra!eR 12 years of.age or older in the population in given income categories.
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and atteimpted ripe. Women with the highest risk of
being victimit of rape (rate of 172. per 100,000) have
incomes of less than $3,000. The rate of rape for these

*women is 15.6 times the rate of women in the highett
income category, $25,000 and over (I 1 per 100,000).
The pattern hf decreasing risk with increasing family
income is similar in attempted rapt., Again, women
witA income\s less than $3,000 havee highest rate.of
littetripted rape (331 per 100,000). This rate is 2.5 times,
the rate of women with incopies S25,000 and over
( 130. per 100,(X))).

'Thus, in the 26.ties surNeyetd, the women_with the
greatett chance of being Victims of,rape and attempted

, rape were women on the lower end of the
socioeconomic scale, as measured by family income. In

.4' addition, the higher on the income scale woman was,
the lower her risk of _being attacked. Because race is a
correlate' of iricome, the question of °Iiether this
inverse relationship remains when conti lling for race
is raised.

incomt and Race

When the rates of rape and attempted rape are
considered separately for white women and for black
and other minority women, the general pattern of
decreasing risk of rape with increasing family income is
alterged. (See Figure 4.) The relationship between
income and rates of rape and attempted rape for white
women reflects the agtregate pattern noted above. The
higher the womars income, the lower her chances of
being the victim o a rape or pttempted rape attack.
However, for bajck nd other minoritytwomen, the
relationship between iricomc and rates of rape and
attempted rapc is not consistent with the general
pattern.

As Figure 4 illustratet, the rate of rape 4or black
and other minority women (vas about the sam* for
those with incomes less than $7,500 and those with
incomes between $7,500 and $14,999 (127 ancrl 29 pr
100,000 respectively); it then deCreased to 22

FIGURE 4 Estimated rates (per 1OQ,000 females 12 years of age or older) of. rape and
attempted rape victimization, by rape (Ind family inconie of, vietim, 26 cities
aggregatea

likhite rape

FAWhite
attempted rape

Rate
400

300

200

100

0

237

r 1 Black/other
j rape

Black/other
attempted rape

189

Income: Less than $7,500 $7,500 to $ThI199 $15,000 and over
White population base 2,745.721 2.782,300, 2.225,307Black 'other

population !page 1,848,879 1,,103,440 520,324

Excludes ra)e- and Attempted rape victimizabc;n by nonstrangers and victimizatioh of males.Estimate. based on abodt 50 or fewer sample cases. may be statisticalli unreliable
-Estimated number of females 12 years of age.or older in the pooulatiet in aiven income and race ct eoones. -



100,000 for those with incomes of S15.000 and over.
Among blIck and ,other minority women thr-rate of
attempted rape decreesed from 237 to 185 per 100,000
from the lowest to the highest income category. It
should be noted that the surprisingly high rate of

ttempted rape (185.,, per 100,(X)0) found among
rinority women in the highest iKcome category may
be statistically unreliable because of the small number
of sample cases andlhe small number of black and
other minority' women in the 26 cities with fitibily
income\ of S15.000 and over.

4 ,

Summary: Victim Characteristics
*

The survey resiishl from the 26 cities indicate that
rates of rape and attempted rapt victirnimtion varied
across categories of age, race, marital status, major
activity, and income. Rates of rape and attempted rape
were higher for young wOmen (compared With older
women), black and other minority women (compared
with white women), and women who were never
married, divorced or separated (compared with those
who were married or widowed). In addition, women
whose major activities took them fiway froni the h.Ane
tended to have higher rates of rape and attempted rape.
Finally, the loWer the fathily income of the woman, the
greater her chances were of being the victim of a ritper
tir attempted rape attack. 1,n order to explore,more
fully the characteristics of victims of rape and
attempted rape, the following secOon will lOok a't age
and race charcteristics of victims in conjunction with
the same characteristics of their attackers.

Characteristics of the Victim
in Relation to the Offender

In addition to tt4.find,ings that women with certain
characteristics (for example, those who are young or
black) have higher risks of being victims of rape; the
hterature on rape suggests patterns in the relationship
between these victim characteristics and characteristics
of their offenders. Studies of rape that have used police
data (see, for example, Amir, 1971) have brought
attention y6 some relationships that can be examined
with victi ization survey data. For instance, if the vast

'majority rape victims in the 26 cities were between
the ages of t and 24, how old were their attackers? Are
older and yo rrger offenders equally likely to choose
young .vlctims. re rape and attempted rape victims
more, likely to be attacked by an offender of their own
race? These questions will be deah with by Considering
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first, the relationship between the age of the victim'and
the perceived age of the offender, and second, 04
relationship betWeen the race o( the victim and the
perceived race of the offender., i)

Age of Victim by Age ofbffender

The literature on rapt reveals that .generally the
crime is committed against young women by youag
men. ils_study of 646 victimstnd 1,i92 offenders draWn
from police files in Philadelphia found that thc
majority of both victims and offenders came from the
same age groups (ages 15 to 24), although the viCtims
tended to be somewhat. younger than their assailiints
(Amir, 1971:54).

Victiminition survey inteviewers asked ,victims
how old they thought the attacker was. Basing age
divisions on those used in the survey ihstrument, the
analysis here will'consider two age groups of offenders:
the younger offenders (those perceived to be under 21),
and the older offenders (those perceived to be 21 or
older).8

I,one Offenders

The data in Table 5 indicate that victims in all age
categories who were attacked by lone offenders were
most often attacke41 by offenders they perceivedto be
21 or older: 86 percent of the rapes and 74 percent of
the attempted rape§ by lone offenders were committd
by offenders in this older age categosy. These data
suggest that tha age of the lone offender may be related
to whether or not the attack is a rape or an attempted
rape. In attempted rape theremere twice as many lone
offenders under 21 as there were in completed rape
(23 percent compared with 1 lf percent).

if _attacks by lone offenders -most often werv
committed by offenders perceived tci be 21 or older,
how old were the victims Of lone offenders? More than
half of the victims of lone offenders were between the
ages of 10 and 34 (63.percent of rape and 53 percent of
attempted rape victims). Approximiltely one-quarter
were.between 12 and 19 years old (26 percent of rape
and 29 percent of attempted rape victims). Less than
one-fifth of the victims of lone offenders were 35 or
older (11 percent of rape and 18 percent of attempted
rapt victims).

eThe survey instrument uses the followmg categories for the
perceived ago of offenders: under 12, 12 to,14, 15 to 17, 18 to
20, 21 or over BeCause the number of offenders in the age
categories under 2 I are too small to permit separateenelysis.
these cateijories .have been grouped togethr.



TABLE 5 Ralationship blip/wen age of victim and part-4,1%4W ago
raps and attemptairape victimization, 28 cities aggregate

of lone offendor in

Eatknated number
of vicarnizations

\ . A. of iO4%* offender
.

Lees then 21 years old DoriqA. of ilotern .6 21 years old or older know ,

_. i .Rape: : .'
12-19 .

.% 10%b 88% .. 2%
23%c 27% 19%

20-34 11% 86% 4%
130% 62% . 81%

35 or older 17% 83% 0%
, 16% 11%. 0%

.

Estimated number 11% - 86% 396,of victimizations (86-bo (6,519) (210),../
.AtiarCpted rape:

12-19 27%b 71% 2%
, 34%c 28% 20%

20-34 17% 79% 3%
. 39% 56% 56%

35 or older 34% 62% 4%
27% 151 24%4

Estimated number 23% 74qr 3%,
of victimizations (3,917) (12,41dr (510)u

i

....

12,003)/
26%

(4,749)
. 63%

(834)d
11%

100%
(7,585)

(4,949)
29%

(8,846)
53%

(3,041)
18%

100%
(16,836)

-

*Excludes rape and attempted rape victimizati45n by nonstrangors end victimization of males.
c
bRow peecentage.,

d Column percentage.
Estimate, based on about 50 or fewer sample cases, may be statistically unreliable.

,

Multiple Offenders

in.Amir's (1971:202) Philadelphia stiuly of rape
using police files, it was found that M significant pro-
portions the older the offender; the less likely he WRS to
participate in group rape.-Victimization survey results
are in agreement with what was found with the police i

data. .In those rapes committed by more than one
offender, both the victims and the offenders were
younger than they were in rapes committed by Ione
offenders, as shown by comparing the data in Table 5
with the data in Table 6.

Roughly one-quarter of the victims of lone
offenders were between 12 and 19 years old, however,
almost one-half (47 percent) of the victims of multiple
o(fenders were in this agls range. Similarly, in rapes and
attempted rapes committed, by more tNiir one
offender, the attackers were also younger:Mty-three
perCent of the total rape and attempted rape victim-
izations committed by multiple' offenders involved
offenders perceived to be under 21 years old. Ai noted

t

above, when lone offenders wer.e.involved, only 11 per-
cent of the rapes and 23 percent of the attempted rapes
were committed by offenders perceived by their victims
to be under 21 years old.

Age of Victim

The relationship between the victim's age and the
offender's age can be analyzed from the perspective of .

the offender's choice of victim. Previous analysis of
victimization survey data for total personal victimiza-
tion- showed that data for both lone and multiple
offenders were consistent in suggesting that there is a
tendency for offenders to have assaultive violence

litunters (not involving theft) disproportionately
persons front their own age group; in

victimization& involving theft, yotinger offenders are,
slightly more likely to victimize older pima . whereas

&older offenders only rarely victimize you rsons
IHindelang, 1976:174). On the basis of these viou&
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TABLE 6 Relationship between age of victim and perceived ageiof multiple offend-
ers in rap* and attempted rap* victimization, 26 cities aggregatea

Agee of multiple offenders

I
I

Estimated number
of viotimisations

Age of repo or Less thin 21 years Don't
attsinptrod rape victim .21 years old Of older know

12-19 .45%1/ 1 42% 12%
49%c 49% 37% s

20-34 39% . 41% 20%
42% 47% 58%

.<.35 or older 60% 26% 14%
9% 4% 5%

Estimated number 43% 41% 1 6%,
of victimizations (1,985). . (1,867) (725)u

,

(2,163)
47%

(2,120)
46% %

(294)d
6%

1 00%
(4,577)

:Excludes rape and attempted rape victimization by nonstrangers and victimization of mtiles.
6Rovs percentage.,
ACol mn percentne
'Estimate bisect on about 60 or feweir sample casea,.may 64 statistically unreliable.

.

findings, it could be hypothesized that in rape and
attempted rape victimization older offenders would be
less likely than younger offenders to choose young .

victims.
Referring again to Table 5, the data indicate that in

rape victimization lone offenders under 21 were
slightly less likely to have raped a woman under 20
than wire older offenders. Twenty-three percent of
the victims of young offenders were young, compared it
with 27 percent of the victims of older offenders. In
attempted rape; younger lone offenders were slightly
more likely to choose young victims. hirty-four
percent of the victims of younger Ion of&nders,
compared with 28 percent of the victims f older lone
offenders, ware young.

The data in Table 6 indicate simil tterns when
more than one offender is involve , although in rape
and attempted rape attacks by mo than one offender
both eke victims and the assai nts were younger.
Younger multiple offenders were as likely to choose
young victims as older multiple offenders. For both the
younger and the older multiple offenders, about one-
half of the victims were between the ages of 12 and 19

,yeart old. Thus, the victimization survey results do not
tend support to the hypgthesis that in rape and
attempted rape older offenders would be km likely
then younger offenders to choose young victi& Older
offenders were about as likely as younger ofanders to
choose young victims. This may be due to the
difference between rape victimization and other
asaaultive violence. That is, because the violent crime

of rape has a sexual element, unlike other crimes of
assaultive violence, it might be expected that young
women wotld be the primary targets of rapists, regard-
less of the ge of the attacker.

Race of Victim by Race of Offender

The literature on rape shows that, like violent crime
in general, rape is a highly intra-racial event;,that is, the
victim and the attacker are generally of the same race.
The studies that have used incidents drawn from police
files generally agree with this, but disagree on the extent
to which rape is intra-racial. FOr example, Amir
(1971:44) reported that 93 percent of the rapes in
Philadelphia were intra-racial, 3 percent involved a
black offender and white victim, 4 percent involved a
white offender and a black 'victim. On the other hand,
MacDonald's (1971:51) study of 200 rapes in Denver
suggested that rape was far less intra-racial, at least for
white victims. He reported that black offenders in
Denver were more likely to attack white women than
black women.

One possible explanation for this difference is that
the task of, eslimating the extent of intra-racial rape
from police data is confounded by police recording
bias in these data. It has been suggested that blacks and
other minority women encounter difficulties in
reporting rape to the police because police do not
accord thern the same legal rights as the rest of
society (ManKellar, 1975). It has also beerbsuggetted
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TABLE 7 Relationship between race of victim and peroeived race of Ione offender
in rap. and attempted rape victimitation, 28 citios aggregates

RIK of victim

Raft of loos offenderie:

Istmatod numbor
of victimisations

Nook/
White oft*,

Doni
km**

Rape:

White

Black/other

42%b
9096C

8%
10%

57%
52%

91%
48% ,

1%
37%

2%
63%

-
(4,871)

83%

(2,844)
37%

Estimated number
of victimizations

29%
(2,244)

70% /
(5,331 )

1%,
(87)'

100%
(7,882)

Attempted rape:

White 54%
b

41% 6% (10,229)94%c 39% 95% 60%
Black/other 5% 96% 0% (6,714)

6% 81% 5% 40%
Estimated number

of victimization*,
34%

(5,721)
63%

(1.0,503)
3%,

(519)"
100%

(16,744)
4

a
kxcludes rape and attempted rape. victimization by nonstrangera and victimization of males.
'Row Percentage
Column. percentage.
Estimat, bas71 on about 60 or fewer sample cases, maY be statisticilly unreliable

that because of fear of disbelief black women hesitate
to report to the police rape attacks by white men
(Curtis, 1976).

; Victimization survey data can be used to address the
04uestion of the extent to which rapt is intra-racial.
`Rape victims were ask.ed about the race of their

attackers. Victimization surveyi are no,t hindered by
police recordihg bias; however, -the extent to which
black and other minority women are more reluctant in
survey interviews to report inter-racial rapes than they
are to report intra-racial rapes remains an open
questiOn.

The survey data indicate that although rape was
more often an intra-racial incident, there were
important exCeptions to this pattern. Generally, rape
and attempted rape attacks committed by lone
offenders were more often' intra-racial than those
attacks committed by more than one offender. Rape
and attempted rape victimizations were also more
frequently intra-racial for black and other minority
victims than for white victims.

Rape and attempted rape victimizations by lone
a.nd multiple offenders were_ overwhelmingly. intra-

racial for blacks and other minority victims. 'The data
in Table 7 show the relationship between the race of
lone offenders and the race of victimsz As shown by the
data in this table, when a lone offender was involved, 91
percent of the rapes and 95 percent of the attempted
rapes against minority race women were committed by
minority offenders,

The comparable figures for rapes and attempted
rapes committed by more than one offender (given in
Table 8) are 90 percent and 71 percent. Thus, the
survey data indicate that very low proportions of
minority women were victims of white attackers. kor
white victims, rape and attemptid rape were
considerably less intra-racial. As the data in. Table 7
indicate, when a lone offender was involved, only 42
percent of rapes and 54 percent of attempted rapes
against white victims were committed by white
offenders. When more than, one offender was involved
(see Table 8), onl9 30 percent of the rapt; and 48
percent of the attempted rapes involvins white victims
were intra-racial. The survey data show that although
the vast majority of black and other minority women
were attacked by members of their own race, white
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TABLE 8 Relationship .between age of -victim and petoolved -moss of multiple of-
fenders In rape and attempted rap* victimization, 28 cities aggregate",

_
. kooss'of multiple offondots

Mixed . ititlynated numbor
Rs** of vlotim Whits Ilaoki/othor rftlal group* \Don't know of vlotionlitations

- .
Rape:

t

Mit. 3096b 48% 22% 0% (950)d
10096C - .- 25% 87% 0% 38%

- Black/other 0% 90% 2% 8% (1,528)d
0% 75% 13% 100% . 62%

Estimated number 12% , 74% 10%, 5%, 100%
of victimization: (290)u (1,823) (238)u (127)u

.

(12,478)

Attempted rape:

White 1 48%b 40% 13% 0% (3,260)
torucc 60% -i 74% 0% / 72%

Black/other 9% 71% 12% 8% (1,240)d
. 6% 40% 26% 100% 28%

Estimated number 37% 48% 212%,
of victimizations (1,658) (2,179) (560)u (140%)d

100%
(4,501)

lExcludes rape and anemPted rbpir victimization by nonstrangers and vOctimization of males.
bRow percentage.

percentage.dcColumn
Estimate, based on about 50 or fewer sample cases, may be statistically unreliable.

women were attacked by black and other minority
offenders about as often as they were by white
offenders.

It should be noted (from Table 8) that 10 percent of
the rape and 12 percent of the attempted rape
victimizations were committed by mixed racial groups.,
,Whitc women were victims of mixed racial groups
morr often than were hlaCk and other minority
women.

44.

Race of Vktim

The relationship between the victimIlace and the
offender's race can also be analyzed from the
perspective of the offender and his choice of victim,
Genetally, both white and minority offenders were
more likely to choose as victims women-of their own
race. White offenders chose white victims the vast
Majority of the time; however, minority offpders were
somewhat leu intra-racial in their choiceef victims,

The data in Table 7 indicate that when white lone
offenders weri involved in rape or attempted rape, 9

out of 10 victims were also white. The women chosen
by black and other minority offenders were nol as
likely to be of the same race as their attacker. Of the
minority lonb offenders, ,those who committed
attempted rape attacks chdse minority victims roughly
three out of five times. Holtsever, in the completed rape
attacks by minority lone offenders; the victim was
about as likely to be a white woman as she was to be a
minority woman.

As shown by the data in Table 8, in rapes
committed by more that) one offender, the pattern of
victim choice was more complex. Again, groups
containing only white offenders overwhelmingly chose
whitewomen as victims; all of theripes involved white
women, as did 9 out of 10 of the attempted rapes. For
black and other, min4ity offenders who committed
rape in groups, three out of four victims of rape were
minority women. However; in attempted rapes by
minority multiple offenders, the victim was of the sanle
race in only two out of five victimization,. The victim
wai white in 87 percent of the rape and 74 percent of
the attempted rape victimintions by Mixed racial
groups.



rTABLE 9 Time of occurrence of raps and attempted rape victimization, ,28 citiesaggregate.
..

,

13ms of 000urnsnoe
I

Time of 6 a.m. to 6 rzii0:17 Micinkiht Don't Estknated numbervictzation 6 p.m. M to 6 a.m. know of viotknlasitIons
Rape 38% 41% 19% 1% (1 0,330)

,Attempted rep* 39% #. 45% 1 6% 0% (21,620)
,Total . 39% 44% 17% 0% (32,150),

,, ':Excludes rape and attempted 'rape victimization by nonstrangers and victimization of males.Includes thoee respondents who answeced "don't know" as well as those who answered "at night" but d'Od not knowwhat time of th night.
1

3. As

The above findings concerning the relationship
between the race of the offender arid the race ofthe
victim are generally consistent with what has been
suggested by the previous literature in this area. Rape
it highly intra-racial for black and other minority

,victims: only & small proportion of these women
reported that their attacker was white. Rape is also
highly intra-racial attacker is white: the data
contain few instances of white offenders choosing
nonwhite women as victims. The inter-racial cop.
ponent of rape an4 attempted rape victimization
shown br the surveyclata consists primarily of rape
attacks committed 6y black and other minoriby
offenders f)n white women, and this trend is more in
evidence when there are groups Of two Or more
offenders.

Elements at Rape and
Attempted Rape
Victimizations

Time and Place of Occurrenc

Time

Previous studies of rape have shown that it is
primarily a nocturnal event. It is believed that the
evening and nighttime hours sire the most dangerous
hours for potential rape victims because of the social
activities that bring men and women together at this
time (Amir, 1971:85).

The victimization survey data indicate that the
b l k of rape attacks in the 26 cities occurred at night.
T e reported time of.occurrence of rape and attempted

rafrilt given by the data in Table 9.9 As this table
illustrates, although three out of five of the rapes and
attempted rapes occurred in the 12-hour period
between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., only about two out of five
occurred during the day in the I2-hour period between
6 a.m. and 6 p.m. Furthermore, 44 percent of all the
rape attacks occurred between 6 p.m. and midnight, a
periOd of only 6 houss. It is clear that the evening and
nighttime hours were the high-risk hours for women in
the cities 'surveyed.

Place

) itictims of rape and attempted rape were asked
where the incident took place. Mort rapes were
reported to have occurred in outdoor, public locations
than in any other locations in the 26 cities. The data in
Table 10 indicate that slightly less tha one-half (47
percent) of the rapes and attempted raPes took place
outside on a street; park, field, playground, school
ground, or parking lot. The victim's own home, or
close to her home, was the next most frequent location
'for rape and attempted rape. Eighteen percent of all
rape attacks occurred in the victim's own home; an
additional 14 percent occurred near her home, thet is,
in a yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport, or apartment
hall. These findings are fairly consistent with sports of
previous research that have stressed that Ale is not
always a dark alley, outdoor crAe. Both Amir's study

'in Philadelphia (1971:145) and MacDonald's study in
Denver (1971:32) indicated that slightly over one-half

nee Appendix B source code 108. 'The iunity i'hstrurnent
um the following categories fortime of occurrence:.the 12-
hour.benod. between .8 a.m. and 6 p.m., the 8-hour period
between ti p m. end midnight, and the 6-hour period between
midnighted 6 a.m

17



of the rapes took place in either the victim's residence
or the,offencrer's residence.

Although the victimization survey results on rape
and attempted rape show that these attacks occurred
more often tn outdoor locations than in the victim's
home, there is an indication that the attacks that
occirred in the victim's home were more serious, that
is, more of them were completed. When the
completion ratio is used to compare the proportion of
rapes with tilt propbrtion of attempted rapes in the
two locations (victim's home versus outdoor locatidn),
the data indicate that the completion ratio is 1.53 wisen
the victimization, occurs in the victim's own home,
compared with .80 when it occurs outdoors in a public
location. Thus, although proportionaiely fewer rape
and attempted rape victimizations occurred in the
woman's home, the relative .proportion of completed
rape attacks in this location is substantially greater.
The high completion ratio,for rape attacks that oocur
insitle the victim' home may_be due.to less chance for
observation or interruption, or less chance for
someone to hear screams. It may also be due in part to

the high percentage of weapon use in these

victimizations. This will be discussed later in this
report (see page 20).

Numbar of Offendets and
Numbor of Victims

Official police statistics; sucti as those published by
the FBI, do not classify separately rapes that involve
more than one offender. Amir's (1971:200) study in
pti la d e 1 ph ia using police case files of victim's
complaint: indicated almost one-half of the cases
involved ITIOre than one offender. Of 646 victims of
forcible rape, 57 percent were victims of single

offenders, lb percent were victims of pairs of
offenders, and 27 percent were victims of three or snore
offenders.

The perceived number of offendies in rape and
attempted rape victimization is given by the data in
Table 1 1. Compared .wa Amir's study in Phila-
delphia, the victimization survey results in this table
show a 14her proportion of rape and attempted rape
attacks dat involved single offenders. ApproZimately
three-fourths of the attacks (74 percent of rapes and 77
percent of attempted rapes) involved one offender.

Much of the literature on rape describes rape
.commhted by more than .one offender as a more
frightening, traumatic experience for womenthan rape
committed by single offenders. This, together With the
suggestion that the woman expefiences greater
powerlessness when more than one offender is

*18

involved, leads to the hypothesis that in attacks by
groups of two or mortonffenders there would be a
relatively higher proportion of completed rapes than in
attacks by single offenders. The data lend some
su.pport to this hypothesis. Completion ratios
calculated from the column proportions in Table 11
(see footnotes) reveal that the relative proportion of

completed rape attacks committed by multiple
offenders was slightly *greater than the relative

proportion of completed rape attacks by lone

offenders (.52 compared with .45).
'The survey data in Table 11 also show that the vast

majority of rape attacks involvedone victim. In 9 out
of 10 of the rapes and attempted rapis, only one victim
was attacked. Seven percent of the total rape attacks
involved two victims, and 2 percent involved more
than two victims.

Thus, the victimization survey data show that most
rape and attempted rapes involve only two partici-
pants: the victim and the offender. Incidents that
involved more than, two participants more often
involved multiple offenders than multiple victims. This
is not surprising. Although previous studies bf rape
have suggested that rapt committed by more than one
offender is relatively common sitithin certain cultural
tine age groups, the evidence- indicates that rape
attacks involving more than one victim are rare.

Weapons

.The means used by the rapist to accomplish his end
may vary fromlnonphysical force in the forM orthreats
to intimidation ,with a weapon to brutal beatings.
Police files that contain the victim's account of the
incident can include detailed information on the use of
physical or nonphysical force in rapes (Amir, 1971).

It is 'not feasible in the victimization survey to
collect certain information about rape and attempted
rape victimization:. For example, it is unlikely that a
victim survey .ould obtain details on the violent
encounter Of the victim and her attacker or on the
modus operandi of the offender. They do, however,
collect idotmation on weapon use by the leftist. In the
26 cities, survey interviewers asked victims whether or
not the offender had a weapon (either a gun or a knife)
or something he Was using as a weapon (for example, a
bottle or wrench).

The data suggest three general characteristics of
weapon use in rape and attempted rape victimization.
First; the likelihood of completing the rape attack was
greater if the attacker was armed. Second, in terms of
both the proportion of victimizations in. which



TABLE 10 Place qf occurrence of rape and attempted rapivictimization, 26 cities aggregatea
1

4

Typo of
victimization

On street, in
playground, etc.

Piece of ocourrenoe

At or in Near inside inside Vacation ttome, Othor Estimated number .
owl, norm home commercial building° office. factory hotel or motel lohool Oboe of victimisetions

Rape 40%. 23% 15%

Attempted rape 50% 15% 14%,

Total. 47% 18% 14%

*Excludes rape and attempted rape victimisation by nonstrangers
c Includes on the street, in a park, field, playground, school grou
Includes inside COMMOfC14111 building siich as a store,.reetaurant,

3%

12%

9

0%

1%

1%

2%

0%

1%

1% 16%

6%

9%

(10 299)

(21,835)

(32,145)

victimisation of males
Or parking lot.
nk, gas station.

TAlliLE 11 Perceived number of offenders and number of victims in rope and attempted rap* victimization,
26 cities' eggre§stee

Type of
victimisation

Peroetved number of offenders Number of victims

One
More

then one
Don't
know

Estimated number
of victimiastions . One

Three
or more

Istknated number
el victimiaatione

Rape 74%b 24% 2% (10,330) 9090:: 7% 3% (10,330)
r 31%c 34% 48% 32% 32%- 31% 37% 32% ,

Attempted rape 77% 22% 1% (21,850) 91% 7% 2% . (21,850)
69% 66% 52% 68% 68% 69% . 63% 68%

-Estimated aumber 76% 23% 1%, 100% 91% 7% 2%, 100%
' of victimizat ions (24,560) (7,287) (223)u (32,180) (29,146) (2,292) (742)u (32,180)

:Excludes rope and atteMpted rape victimization by nonstrangers and victimisation of males,
oerc.ntage.

dcolumn percaritsga.
Estimates Weed on about 80 or fewer sample oases, may be ifaffsfaulfy urvellable. 8 3



TABLE 1 2 Estimated percentages of Weapon tie* in rape end attempted repo victimi-
sation, 28 cities aggregate°

Typo of victimization
'

Rape

Attmpted rape

Eatimated number
-of victimizations

Weapon

4/99t

40%
(12,967)

No
Don't
know

estknatod number
of viatknistanon

22% 11% (10,330)
15% 27% 32%

15% (21,850)
ra6 73% 88%

48% 14% 100%
(14,881) (4,382) (32,180)

isExcludea rape and attempted repo victimization by nonstrangers and victimization of males.
7,Row percentage.
'Column percentego

weaponawere used and the type of weapon used (gun,
knife, pr other), rape was more serious than attempted
rape. Third, rapists used knives more often than any
other weapon.

Weapon u in rape and attempted rape
victimization is given by the data in Table 12. These
data show that the offender used a weapon in
approximately two ouf of five of the total rape and
attempted rape victimizations. When the column
proportions in Tabk 12 &reused to obtain completion
ratios, the data illustrate the first general characteristic
of weapon use noted above. If the attacker had a
weapp, the rape attack was more likely to be
conlAted than attempted (ratio of 1-.17). When there
was no weapon involved, the rape attack was much less
likely to be completed (ratio of .18). Thus, the data
suggest that in terms of the relative proportion of rape
attacks that are completed, victimizations arc more
serious when the rapist is armed.

Victims of rape were confronted by armed
attackers much more often than were victims of
attempted rape. Two-thirds of the rape victims
reported that the offender had a weapon. The
proportionate 'amount of weapon use in attetpted
rape was considerably kw only about one-quarter of
the attempted rapes involved weapons.

. The Itird genentl characteristic of weapon use in
raps and atteinpted rape-victimisation is that when the
rapist was armed, the weapon most often used in both
taps and attempted rape was a knife. The data in Table
l indicate that knives were used in rape and attempted
rape twice as often at guns (60 peroent compared with
30 percent). Weapons other than sum or knives were
wed in only 13 percent of all the instances that
involved weapons.

1

If the probability of the rape attack being
completed is related to whether or not the offender is
armed, it might also be related to the type of weapon
used. The types of weapons used (gun, knife, and
other) can be compared on the basis of the relative
proportions of rape and attempted rape when they
were used. Completion ratios calculated from the data
in Table 13 indicate that rape attacks have the greatest
relative probability of being completed when the
weapon is a gun (ratio of 2.00). By contrast, when the
offender used it knife or other weapon, the coMpletion
ratios dropped to 1.06 ilnd .92, respectively. Thus, the
relative proportion of completed rape attacks is much
greater when the offender used a gun than when he
used a knife or other weapon.

Weapon Use by Place of Occurrence
1

Previous, research has shown that 4thc means used
by the rapist may be related to wherelhe incidegt takes
place. The mults of Amir's (1971:48) Philadelphia
study indicate a sisnificant association between the
place of the rape and the use of force: physical force

the pa nt's denresioe; compared
was used much moree; rain pes thatoccurred
indoors, inside
with those that occurred in outdoor, public locations.

Eerlier in this report it was noted that there was a
higher completion mtio for rapes that occurred in the
home, Thp 4ata from the 26 cities indicate that rape
victims were more likely to km an armed attacker if
the incident occurred in or near their own home than if
it occUrred in an open, public location. It can be mien in
Table 14 that 11/ percent of the mpes that occurred near
the victim's home alit 110. percent of those that occurred

,
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TABLE 13 Type of weapon used in tap* and attempted raps victimization, 26f cities
aggregate°

Type of
victknization

Typo of weapon uelb

Estimated number
of victimization*Gun KW* Other

Rape 3716S 67% 12% (6,936)
87%u 52% 48,6 53%

Attemptediape 21% 62% 15% (6,031)
33% 48% 62) 47%

Estimated number 30% 60% 13% 100%of victimizations (3,864) (7,736) (1,722) (12,987)

Exciudts rape and attempted rape victimization by nonstrangars and victimization of males. Excludes non-weaponvictirnikations and those in which the victim didn't know irate offender had a weapon.
b Subcategories may total ever 100 percenisbacause the offender may have used ITIOfe than one typo obweepon.cRow

poccentage.
Column percantege.

TABLE 14 Estimated percentages of weapon Lite by place of occurrence in rapeand at1pited rape victimization, 26 cities aggregatea

Mode of occurrence

Weapon userge
On street, In perk,
playground, istc.b

At or in
Own home

Near
home Otherc

Weapons in rape:

Yes 64% 80% 87% 47%
No 22% 11% 9% s 40%
Don't know- 14% 9% 4% 13%
Estimated number

of victimizations

Weapons in attempted rape:
Yes

No

Don't know

Estimated number
of victimizations

4

(4,170)

26%

57%

17%

(11,028)

() ,538)' (2,217)

43% 18%

52% 64%

5% 18%

(3,348) (2,938) (4,522)

,..Excludes rape and attemPted rape viCtimization by nonetran9ers and victirn4stion of rno4;. ..
Includes on the street, in a park, field, plpyground, school ground* or perking lot. 1. . . .
cincludas

Inside oommettial tRilicting, inside office or factory, vacation home or hOtlii/motel, school lond "other"
di:Ilse* based on about ISO or fewer sample (meet ?nay be statistically unreliable.

A
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in the victim's home, involved weapon use. By

contrast, (4 percent of the rapes that occurred 'in an
open area outdoors, an area such as a street or park,
involved Weapon use 'The same paftern hold's in
attempted rapes victimizations, although the propor-.
tion of incidents involving weapons is substantially
smaller. In 43 percent of the atteMpted rapes that
occurred near the victim's home and in 33 percent of
those that occurred in the victim's home, the offender
used a weapon; whereas in attempted rape in an
outdoor location, weapons were, used in only 26
percent of thc victimitations.

The survey data show that weapon use in rape and
attempted rape victimization is related to where the
incident took place. Both rape and attempted rape
victims were more likely to confront an armed
assailant if the attack took place in or near their homes
than if it occprred in an outdoor location.

Weapoo. Use by Raresof Vktim

When weapon use in rape and attempted rape
victimization is examined in light of the race of the
victim, so interesting patterns emerge. There were
differences tween white and minority victims in the
frequency o. weapon use in attempted rape but not in
rapt. There were also differences in the type of weapon
used against white victims and minority victims.

Table 15 shows the frequency of weapon use and
the type of weapon used in attempted rape and rape
involving white and minority victims. These data show
that the offender used a weapon in approximately
two-thirds of the rape attacks that were completed, anti
there was only a small difference' between white and
black and other minority victims in the proportion of
the rapes in which the-attacker was armed. However,
the pattern of weapon use in attempted rape was not
similar to.the pattern of weapon use in rape. A greater
propottion of minority victims were involved in

attempted rapes in which the attacker was armed.
FortY percent of the black and other Minority victims
of attempted rape, compared with 20 percent of the
.whitc victims, were involved in incidents in which the
attacker was armed. This is consistent with the finding
of Amir (1971:154) in Philadelphia that intimidation
with a weapon was found more often when the
offender and victim were black than when they were
white.

Because the data indicate a higher proportion of
weapon use in attemptpd rape for minority victims, it
would appear that in terms of weapon use, attempted

22

rape victimi/ations were more serious for bhick and
other minority victims than they were for white
victims. However, when completion ratios are
calculated from thc proportions of rape and attempted
rape victinsizations when the qtfender is armed, the
data can .be given a different interpretation. When the
offender is armed, the completion ratio is 1.50 for
white victims, compared with .86 for black and other
minority victims. Thus, because black and other
minority victims were involved in a higher proportion
of attempted rape attacks by an armed assailant, the
completion ratio for minority victims is not as high as
it is for white victims.

As shown by the data in Table 15, when the rapist
did have a weapon, there were differences in the type of
weapon used against white aneagainst black and other
minority victims. For white victims, the weapon most
frequently encountered was a knife, which the offender
used in 7 out of 10 of the rapes and in half of the
attempted rapes. For miaority victims, if the offender
had a weapon, it was a knife in three out of Jour
attempted rapes; however, it was a gun in three out of
five coTpleted rapes.

Weapon Use by Age of Victim

The survey data in Tiable 16 point to a direct
relationship between the itge of the victim and the
frequency of weapon use in rape and attempted rape
victimizations. As the age category of the vietim
increases, the relative Ooportion of cases in which the
offender uses a weapon increases. This pattern is more

'dramatic in rape than in attempted rape victimization.
In rape, the percent oi victimizations in which the
attacker was armed increases from 57 percent for
victims 12 to 19 years old to 69 per'eent for Victims 20 to
34 years old to 82 percent for victims 35 and older. In
attempted tape the conVarable figures are 24.percent,
27 percent, and 35 percent.

One possible explanation for the direct relation-
ship between the offendey'vwea pon use and the age of
the victim is that (With the exceMion of elderly women)
as women older they may more actively resist the

reattacker; th may be mo willing and more able to
If

fight back, or cry for help, or try to argue with him.
This would mean that a rape att0( on an older woman
reqtliret more force or intiMidation by an offender
than an attack on a younger womin. Thequestion of
whether the amount of resistance by the Victim it

, related to her age will be addressed in a subsequent
sec' tion of this report {see page 331.
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,TABLE 15 Estimated poroontaget of weapon use and typo of weapon used in rapeard attempted rape victimisation, by race of victim, 28 cities aggregates

Weapon uuge
' ...,

Type. of weeponb--------Don't , Estimated nuMber Estimated numberRao* of victim Yee No know . of viatimiaatione Oun knkfe Other of victimization.
Repo: .

White 89% 23% 7% (5,831) 22% 71% 11% (4,041-)
Ellack/ot her \64% 19% 16% (4;499) 58% 39% 14% (2,895)

Attempted rape:

Whitt /6% 87% 13% (13,522) 27% 48% 20% (2,688)
Black/other 40% 43% 17% (8,328) 17% 74% 10% (3,344)

:Excludes rape and ettempted rape victimizetion by nonstrangers and vietimitation of-mai...Subcategories may tvtai over 1010 percent becausit the offender may have used morethan one type of-weapon.

TABLE 16 Estimated percntage; of weapon use and type of weapon used in rapeand attempted rape victimization: by age of victim, 28 cities aggregatea

Age of victim

VollPon wog.

Estimated number
of victimization.

Type of weaponb

Estimated number
of victknitstions

ye. No
Don't
know Gun Kntfe Qther

Rape:
)r-12-19 57% 36% 7% (3,198) 37% 54% 12% (1,836)

20.34 69% 18% 413% (5,848) 40% 57% 8%' (4,041)
35 or older 82% 4% 14% (1,288)C 24% 65% 26% (1,059)C

Attempted rape:

12-19 24% 64% 12% (6,757) 12% 65% 22% (1,641)
20-34 27% 57% 15% (11,560) 26% 84% 10% (3,187).
35 or older 35% 48% 17% (3,532) 21% 59% 18% (1,224)C

a
hExcludes rep* and attempted rape victimizetion by nonstrangera.and victimization of melte.;5ubcategovies miry total OW 1 00 percnt because the offender may have used fflOre than one type of weapon.-Estimate, based on about 50 Of fewer sple cam, may be statistically unreliable.

There were also differences, by age of victim, in the
type of weapon that was us in rape and attempted
'ram. As can be seen from the data in Tabk id, knives
were used in 34 percent of the rapes against 12 to 19

'year okl victims, but in 65 percent of those against
victims 35 years oldor.older. Other weapons were used

rape victims 33 years old or olgor more ofte*
than thy wire used against victims in the two younger
age caiegories.

Weapon U. by Race of Offender

Because black and other minority victims were
more often victims of armed attackers than were whits
victims and because rape and attempted ra* are
gsnerstly intra-racial, it would be ekpacted that black
and other minority offenders would be more likely lo
use weapons than would be white offenders. This
expectation is confirmed by the data in Table 17
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TABLE 17 Estimatad percentages of wilapon usa !n raps and attempted rp a vic-
timisation, by percelufid race of Ione anti multiple offenderls), 28 Oise aggregatea

Reoe of offendvle)

Weapon usage

Yes No
Don't
know

Lone offender:

Rape:

White 61% 329 7%

Black/other 73% 16% ct(2%

Don't know 17% 18% 64%

Attempted rape:

White 1 0% 78% 11%

Black/other 38% 49% 14%

Don't know 20% 66% 14%

MultiPle offenders:

Rape

White 46% 56% 0%

Black/other 68% 20% 13%

Mixed racial groups 77% 10% 13%

Don't know 83% 17% 0%

Attempted rape:

White 21% 41% 27%

Black/other 36% 48% 16%

Mixed racial groups 8% 79% 12%

Don't know 0% 0% 100%

estimated number
of victimization.

(2,244)

(5,331)

(87)b

(5,721)
(10,503)

(519)b

(290)b

/1,823)

(238)b

(127)bf

(1,658)

(2,179)

(se)b
000

aExciudes rape and attmpted rape victimization by nonstranvers and victimiution of maks.
stimate, based on about 50 or fewer sample cases, may be statistically unreliable.

showins the relationship betWeen weap'on use and the
race of the offender,

In rape by lone offenders, 73 percent of the
victimizationt by black and other minority offenders
compered with 61 percent of those by white ofilliders
invOlved weapon use. 4n attempted rape br lone
offenders, 38 percent of the victitnizations by minority
offenders comparealvith 10 percent of those by white
offenders involved WeaPons.

5imilarly, in the attacks by mOre then one offender
minority groups were more likely to Use weapons than
were white. 'troupe. However, the difference is only
'substantial in rape; 68 :percent of the 'rapes by black
and other riinority :offenders, compared with 45

percent of the rapes by white offenders, involved
weapons.

Thus, black, and other minority offenders, both
thOse who acted alone and those who acted in group,
were more likely to ksse weapons in rape and attempted
rape victimize n were white offenders.

Weapon Use by Age of Offender

The use 9f weapons in rape attacks can be
examined in light of the age of the offendbr in order to
see if theft are any differences between the frequency
of weapon use by younger and by older offenders. The
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data in Table 18 show the relationship between
weapon use and the age of lone and multiple offenders.
The data indicate that ttiere were differences, in the
frequency of weapon use, by age of offender; however,
this is the case only when multiple offenders were
involved. When multiple offenders were involved in
rape and attempted rape victimization, the older
offenders used weapons roughly twice as often as the
younger ones (55 percent compared with 28 percent).
However, in the rape and attempted rape victimize-.
tions committed-by lone offenders, weapons were used
by the yo-unger offenders about as often as they were by
the Older offenders (in two out of five victimization:).

Thus, the extent to which weapons were involved in
rape and attempted rape victimization: did not vary
consistently with the age of the offender. When lone
offenders were involved, younger offenders used
weapons as often as older offenders. However, when
more than one offender was involved, the older

Ioffenders were more likely to use weapons than were
the younger offenders.

Weapons: Summary

Some general summary statements can be made
about weapon use in rape and attempted rape
victimization in the 26 cities. First, weapon use
appeared to be an effective means of subduing victims:
the likelihood of completing the attack was greeter if
the rapist was armed. Second, in terms of both the
extent of weapon use and the type of weapOn used,
rape attacks that were completed were more serious
than attempted rapes. Third, knives were the most
common weapons used in these victimizations.

In addition, the extent of weapon use in rape and
attempted rape was found to be related to where the
incident took place and to victim and offender
characteristics. Victims of rape and attempted rape
were more likely to be attacked by an armed assailant if
the incident occurred in or near their own homes than
if it occurred in a location such as a street or park.
Black and other minority victims of attempted rape
were more likely t face armed attackers than were
white victims; bec4use of this pattern, armed attacks
had a higher co pletion ratio When they involved
white victims. We n use in rape and Attempted rape
had a direct rela nship with the victim's age: as the
age category 4 the victims increased the relative
proportion of ctimizations that involved weapons
increased. Fina y, although weapon use was found to
be related to t e race of the offender (black 'and other
minority o nders were more likely to use weapons
than were white), weapon use was related to the age

of the offender only. when two or moreirffenders were
involved (older groups of offenders used weapons
twice as often as younger groups).

Theft and Attmpted Theft

The information obtained in the victimization
survey interview.made it Possible to determine whether
theft or attempted theft was an element in the rape
incident. However, it is not possible with the survey
data to conclude whether theft or rape was the primary
aim of the offender.

A very small proportion of the' reported rape and
atterripted rape victimization involved theft or
attempted theft. Only 16 percent of the total rape and
attempted rape victims reported that the attacker stole
something; an additional 4 percent reported that he
tried to steal something. -The amount of theft and
attempted theft varied with whether or not the offense
was a rape or an attempted rape, and also with the age
and race characteristics of the victim.

Although only 16 percent of. the total rapes and
attempted rapes involved theft, there was a substantial
difference between the proportion of rapes involving
theft and attempted rapes involving theft. Figure 5
shows the proportions of theft, attempted theft, and
theft of cash only in rape and attempted rape
victimiz.ation. It can be seen that theft was an,element
in 32 percent of the rapes, compared with 9 percent of
the attempted rapes. This suggests that perhaps it is
easier for the offender to steal something when the rape
is completed and the victim. is less capable of offering
resistance. The reasons rape attacks are not
completedreasons such as effective resistance:-
fighting or flight--may also be the reasons for the
smaller proportion of thefts in attempted rape.

Figure 5 also shows that when something was
stolen from the victim'ofa rapt or an attempted'rape, it
was most often cash only. Almost 6 out of 10 victims of
rape and 7 out of 10 victims of attempted rape who
reported theft reported tliat cash only was stolen.

Theft and Victim Characteristics.

Theft in rape and attempted rape victimizations in
the 26 cities varied- to some extent with age, race, and
incorne characteristics of the victims. he data in
Table 19 show the relationship between theft and the
,age of rape and attempted rape victims. As the dike in
this table indicate, in successively older victim age
categories the 'proportion of rapes .involying theft
grows. Theft was an element of rape for 17 pertt of
the victims between the ages of 12 and 19 or 32
percent of the victims between the ages of 20 and 34,
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TABLE 18 EstiMapttejFroentages of weapon use by pe,roeived age of lone and muttiple offender(s) In rape andattem pis victimization, 26 cities aggregitea

Weapon we in rape
and attempted rape

Alpe of Ione offender 'Ages of mufti* offenders.
Lees than

21 years old
21 yews otd

or older
tot!

Total -
'Less then

21 yews old
21 yews old

or older
Don't
know Total

Yes 42% 40% 32% 40% 28% 55% 61% 44%
No 50% 4896 34% 48% . 57% 34% 22% 42%
Don't know. 8% 12% 33% . 12% 15% 11% 17% 14%
Estimated number 4...

of vjetimizetions , (4, (18,929) (720)b (24,421) (1,986) (1,858) (725)11- (4,677)

4a
h_Exeludee rape antafternpted rwe victimisation by nonstranoers and viotimitatfons of melee.wEstimate, based on about 50 oefewer semis mast may be statistlealty urwellable.



FIGURE 5 Estimated percentages of theft, attempted theft, and cash only theft in rape and
attempted rape victimization, 26 cities aggregate

Rap.
(10,330)b

Attempted
rap*

(21,850)

a
bEscludes rape and attempted rape victimization by nonatranlera and victimizattpn oil males.

Estimated number of victimizations.

No theft
68% ,

(7,038)

Theft
32%,

(3,294)

No theft
910/0

(19,920)

A

No attempted
theft
95%

(6,881)

Attempted theft

5.6/0 (378)

Cash only theft
5806 (1,899)

Theft

(1,930)

Other theft
42% (1,395)'

No att it .ted
th
9610

(19,089)

At...6.c_ tem teca_._IAiett

4% (831 )

Cash only then
(1 1 )

Qthtr trio
32% (i.1C
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TABLE 19 Estimated percentages of theft in raps and attempted rape victimisation,
by age of victim, 26 cities eggregates

Ave of victim
Istimeted numbee
of victimization*Onasething shim Nothing stolen

Rape:

12- f9 17% t 83% (3,198)

20-34 32% t18% (5148)

36 or older 66% 34% (1,286)b

Attempted rape:

12-19 6% (14% (8,757)

20-34 8% 92% (11,580)

35 or older 18% 82% (3.532)

K,

Excludes rape and attempted rope victimisation by nonstringers and victimization ormalee.bEstlmats, based on about $O or fewer sample camas, may be statistioally unreliable.

TABLE 20 Estimated percentages of theft in rape and attempted rape victirion,
by race of victim, 26 cities aggregatea

\\ Theft

Ram of Wotim Somethilig toln
lietimstod numbs,

Nothkog staler; af viatimizations

Rape:

White 30% 70% (5,831) \
Black/other 35% _65% (4$499)

Attempted rape:

White 6% 94% (13,522).

Black/other 13% 87% (8,328)

sExcludee rape and attempted rape victimitation by nonstrangets and viotimitatIon of males.

and for 66 percentof the yictims 35 or older. Similarly,
although the frequency of theft in attempted rape was
:considerably lower than it was in completed rape, the
theft occurred primarily in attempts on older victims,
that is, victims 35 or okler.

The amount of theft in rape and attempted rape
victimization: varied to some extent with the race of
the victim. As the data in Table 2/3 ihow, theft WM an
element in rape and attempted rape slightly more often
if the victim was a black or other minority Member
*mg she was a whits woman. In completed rape 33
pereent of 09 minority victims compared with 30
percent of theiwhite victims, reported that somethini

was stolen. The difference is slightly greeter in
attempted rape; 13 percent of the black and other
minority victims, compared with 6 percent of the white
victims, reported theft.

If theft in rape victimizations ii at all related either
to the actual amount of money the victim has w1i her

at the time of the incident or to the offen'der's
perception of her wealth, it could be hypothesized that
theft in ratIlh:ould lacrosse as the victim's income
ineresaed. data sive partial support to this
hypothesis. The data In Table 21 indigoes that the
proportion of miles in, which something was stolen
increases ,from roughly 2 out of 10 victims.with an



TABLE 21 Estimated porcenlages of thOt In repo onci ttomptcf- rape victimization,
by family income of victim, 28 cities aggregate*4

',amity income of victim

Thett

Istimated number
of viotimisatieneSomething stolen Nothing stolen

nap.. S.

Less than $3,000 21% 79% (2,391)
$3,000-$7.499 29% 71% (3,252)

$7,500-$9.999 32% .68% (1,428)b
$10,000 end over 43% 57% (1,899).

Not ascertained 41% 59% (1,382)1)

Attempted raper,

Less than $3,000 13% 87% (4,811)
$3,00a- f 7.499 11% 89% (8,439)
17,499-$9,999 12% 88% (1.930)
410,000 and over 4% 96% (7,337)
Not ascertained 10% 90% (1,533)b

a
bExcludes rape and attempted rape victimization by nanstrangers and victimization of males.

Estimate, based on about 60 or" fewer sample casts, may be statistically unreliable.

income of les;: than $3,000 to a little over 4 out of 10 of
the v4:tino w.)k incomes of $10,000 and more..Fhere is
il variation in the *mount of theft in attempted

r ; however, the data sho,w it is slightly higher for
victims, with incOmes less than $10,000 thalk for victims
with incomes Amster than $10,000.

Theft: SUmmary

Only a small proportion of rape and attempted
rape victimization: in the 26 cities involved theft. This
suggests that the majority of thise attacks were
essentially violent sexual assaults. The survey data
indicate some general characteristics of those atta4s
that did involve a n element of theft. First, theft is much
more likely*to occur when the rape attack is completed
.than when it is attempted. This Mey be because the
relativelY attester inapacitation of victims of corn-

,

pleted rape attacks makes them easier targets for theft.
By somehow thwarting or escaping the rape, the victim
may be also preventing theft.

Second, although whether or not something is
stolen in the course of tin incident appears to be
related only sfightly to race and moderately to income
characteristics of victims, it is highly related to their

age. As rape victims get older, the proportionof rapes
involving theft increaies dramatically. One possible
explanation for the strong relationship between theft
and the age of the rape victim is ttiat theft may be an
important motivational factor in rape attacks against
older victims, whereas.the act of rape itself may be
more central when the victim is young: In addition,
older victims may be perceived to be more likel to
have something of value to.eteal.

Consequences of Rape and
Attempted Rape
Victimizations

Self-prototIve mutate

Previous studies ot rape suggest that the behavior
of the victim during a rape attack may influence the
outcome of the attack. The actions she takes influence
decisions the ,rapist Must make, decisions such as
whether or not he should try to complete the act and if
so, what amount of folte i necealary to subdue herr.
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Whether the woman submits 4) the rapist, or resists or
fights him, can be a crucial actor both in whether or
not the rape is completed and irr.the amount of injury
the victim suffers.

The beliavior of thc victim is also of legal
significa ace. Nonconsent is an essential element in the
crime of forcible rape. Statutes usually define forcible
rape with phrases such as "against her will" or "by
fcirce." Because of statutory definitions, courts have
tended to define at ripi only incidents of sexual
intercourse in which the victim's behavior clearly
manifested that the act was against her will (Amir,
1971). Thus,,the victim's behavior has been considered
crucial in establishing her case.

The data collected in the victimizations surveys
contain information on the victim's behavior during
the incident,. The su'rvey interviewer asked the victim if
she did anything to protect herself during the
incident.10 The survey results in Table 22 thow that the
vast iijority (72 percent) of the victims did something
to protect themselves from their attackers.

One of thc first issues raised by the victim's
behavior is whether her actions can prevent the
completion bf the rape. It could be hypothesized that
among those victims who managed to do something to
defend themselves, compared with those who did not,1
there would he a higher proportion of unsuccessful
attacks (attempted rapes). The data in Table 22
support this liypothesis.

Of those victimizations in which the woman tried
to protect herself, more than four out of five rape
attacks were not completed. By contrast, of. those

..-victimizations in which the wOman did not use
self-protective measures, two-third; were completed.
Completion ratios, comparing the proportion of rapes
to te proportion of Atempted rapes, illustrate these

Inv more clearly. Victims who took some action
to protect, themselves had a completion ratio of only
.23, compared with a hitio of 2.03 for victims who did
not try to Aefettd themselves. This suggests that in a
rape attack*, the victim who manages to tioHromathing
to protect herself has a much, batter chance of
preventing the completion of the attack than the
woman who does nothing. However, it is important to
note that this finding alone is not sufficient basis for
advising potential rape victimat*Use various methods
of self-protection. As vet, the qiiestion of how best to
prevent a rape has no tearcut answer.

mit should be noted that the victim's use of seltprotective
measures in the rape and attempted rape victimizations
raported to survey interviewers should not be confused with
the legal element of noneonsirnt

)0

Type of Sag-protective Measures

Rape victims who reported trying to defend
themselves during the attack were asked what action
they took. Their.responses were categorited by survey
interviewers into one or more of the* six types of
self-protective measures given in Fable 22.

The victims who reported using ..self-protective
measures most oftenreported one or both of two types
of action: almost half (48 percent) of the women
reported trying to get help, attfact attention, or ware
the offender away by screaming or calling for help;
roughly the same proportion (45 percent) of the
women reported using or trying to use some type of
physical force, such as hittkng the offender or throwing
an object at him. Roughly 3 out of 10 (29 percent) of
the victims who tried,to protect themselves reported
that they resisted without force, or used evasive action
such as running away. Approximately 2 out of 10 (22
percent) reported that they threatened, argued, or tried
to reason with their attacker.

Thus, the rape and attempted rape victims in the 26
cities tried a number of different measures to defend
themselves. Unfortunately, because of the multi-
ple-response nature of the interview 'question, it is

difficult to disentangle from the survey data which
types of self-protective measures were more eftectie in
preventing the completion of the attack. Studies that
have addressed the question of the- relative effective-
ness of different techniques of self-defense have
produced mixed results.

_In a recent study using interviews with 50 rapists
committed to a California mental hospital, Chappell
and James (1976) asked each rapist what a woman
could do to make him stop, and how she could
effectively resist him. Chappell and James noted that a
significant proportion (58 pel-cent) of rapists admitted
not always following through with theattack for a
variety of reasons, including crying by the victim,
evidence of the victim's altered state of health
(pregnancy or sickness), and physical resistance
erticularly in the form of attacks directed at the
offenders' groins). However, Chappel and James
concluded that it is not knOwn how far these findings
ipply to the rapist population at large and suggest that
only further mistitth drawing upon a much larger
sampla of offenders can answer this question.

Amin (1971:166) research using police records in
Philadelphia also looked at the victim's behavior in the
rape incident. However, Amir categorized victim
behavior according to a scheme different from the one
used by victimization iurvey interviewers. He diVided
victim behavior intothree types: submission (including
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TAIKE 22 Estimated percentapes,of us* of self-protective measures and tyge of Self-protective measures
used in rape and attempted rope victimization, 26 cities aggregate'

.Tvtarky: :stool

Um, of .60-protoothre mamma

Istimmed
number of

viatimiastkone No Yes

Rape

Attempted rape

c't
Estimated number

of vittimizationit

(10,330)
32%

(21,850)
68%

100%
(32,180)

58%c,
67%u

14%
33%

28%.
(8,927)

42%
19%

86%81%

72%
(23,254

Tpe of striHrieteative MOW. WW1

Wed Of
brandished

Ow co kritte

Used
tried to use

foroe

, Tried to get
heip or attieot

attention

Threstened.
argued, or
reword

0% 58% 27%
3% 22% 24%

3% 40% 46% 21%
97% 74% 78% 76%

45% 48% 22%(51204
(10,390) (11,242)

_7
(5,116)

!Exclude. rope end attempted rape victimisation by nonstrangets and v imisations of males.
nuboetegories may total to ow 100 want beaauu victims may rayon using mor than One type of errif,protectlye measure: .

Zow percentage..
otumn percentage..

"Estimate, based on about 50 or fewIr sample owe may be statistically unreliable.

.Plesisted
without

force

Other tett-
proteatNe
meow**

8% 3%
5% 10%

34% 6%
95% 90%

29% 5%
(8,730) (1,278).
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TABLE 23 "Estimated percentages of use of self-protective measures and type of self-protectivemeasures used in rape and attempted rape victimization, by race of victim, 26 citiesaggregate*

Race of '
victim

U*0 of seWprotective measures Typo of sod-protective measures user?

sternii6d
number of

veatimixatione No Yes

Used or
brandished
gun or knife

Used or
tried to use

physioal force

Treed to gist
help or attract

attention

Threatened,
argued, or
reasoned

Reeisted
without

force

Other sod-
protective
meosure

Rape: 1
White (5,831) 53% 47% -1% 68% 46% 33% 11% 2%
Black/other (4,499) 64% 36% 0% 53% 73% 17% 3% 4%

"Attempted rape:

White (13,522) 15% 86% 1% 36% 44% 2,1% 41% 7%
Black/other (8,328) 12% 88% 7%, 47% 50% 20% 23% 4%

Total:

White (19,353) 26% 74% 1% 42% 45% 23% 35% 6%
Black/other (12,827) 30% 70% 6% 48% 54% 20% Ni4 19% 4% jos.

Excludes rape and attempted reps victinilzation by nonatrenoers and victimizetione of males.bSubcstgorimi may total to over 103 percent because victims may report uetng more then one type of self-protective measure.I

-:470t-reo.
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verbal protest, expression of reluctance only, "young"
victim and "intoxicated" victim), resistance (including
victim screaming and/ or attempting to escape), and
fighting (victim putting up a strong fight, throwing
things, kicking, and so on). Because of this
classification of victim behavior, the viCtitnization
'survey results are not strictly comparable with Amir's
findings. The Philadelphia data show that 55 percent
of the victims displayed submissive behavior, 27
percent resisted the offender, and 18 percent put up a-
strong fight.

Self-protective Measures by Race of Vktim

Amir (1971:167) reported that in the Philadelphia
study there was no statistically significant association
between the behavior of the victim in the rape situation
and her race. The distribution of the various types of
frhavior (submission, resistance, and fightingY was
iilmost equal for white and black victims.

I he victimization sure results indicate, how-
ever, that in rape, but not in attempted rape, there was
a difference between white and minority victims in
their use of self-protective measures. The data in Table
23 showilhe relationship between the race of the victim
and ger use of self-protective measures. White victims
of rapt were more likely to report having taken
sell-protective measures than were black and other
minority victims (47 percent compared with 36
percent).

There were some minor differences in the type of
protective action taken by white victims and by
minority victims. Victims in both racial categories who
tried to defend themselves reported two techniques
most often: trying to get help and attract attention,
and/ or using or rying to use physical force. Black and
other minority v iths reported using these measures
slightly more often -did white victinis:White
victims were much more likely to report resisting
without force (using evasive actioty) than were
minority victims, -

Self-protective Measures by Age of Vktim

Earlier in this report it was noted that as the age of
the rape victim increaset, the likelihood of facing an
armed attacker increases. tit Was suggested that one
possible explanation for this is that rapists may
perceive attacks on older women as requiring a greater
show of force than attacks on younger women. This
raises the question of whether there is any variation in
the use of self-protective measures for victims of
different ages.

The survey data suggest that the self-defensive
behavior of the rape victim was intipenced to some
degree by her age. The data in Table 24 show that the'
Proportion of vietims who reported doing something
to protect themselves decreased as the age category of
the victim increased. The percent of rape victims who
reported doing something to defend themselves
decreased from 55 percent for victims 12 to 19.years old
to 40 percent for victims 20 to 34 years old to 23 percent
for victims 35 or older. Thus, the data indicate that as
women get older their use of self-protective measure.s,
in rape declines. In attempted rape there was no
substantial variation in the use of self-protective
measures for victims of differeaVages, with a higher
proportion (86 percent) of victiins of all age groups
doing something to prevent the rape.

There was little variation by age of victim in the
tyN of self-protective measure employed. (Dita not
shown in tabular form.) Approximately half of the
rape and attempted rape victims in all age categories
reported trying to get help and attract attention and/ or
trying to use physical force. Thus, the survey findings
indicate that although there is a strong inverse
relationship between the age of the victim and her use
of self-defensive measures, there is no real relationship
between her age and the type of measure she takes.

Self-protective Measures by Weatons

The above sections suggested that the alder the
rape victim, the more likely she Oas to encounter an
armed rapist and the less likely she was to try to protect
herself. These surveY results suggeu that in rape
victimization there may be a relationship between
whether or not the offender used a weapon and
whether or not the victim, tried to defend herself. In
addition, it is a reasonable expectation that women /
facing armed attackers would be less resistant than
would be those facing unarmed attackers. The survey
results indicate that the proportion of rape victims who
did something to protect themselvet, was influenced by
whether or not the assailant Was armed.

As the data in Table 25 indicate, in rape
victimizations the proportion of victims 'who did
something to protect themselves was more than two
times greater in unarmed than in armed rape attacks
(68 percent compared with 31 pereent). In attempted
rape, the proportion of Victims who tried to defend
themselves was also higher in those attacks in which
the offender was unarmed, although the difference is
not substantial (88 percent compared with 82percent),

5 0
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TABLE 24 Estimated peroentagom of woe of self-. .teotive measures in rape and
attempted rap* vioVmilation, by age of victim, 26 cities aggregate°

4. 0; victim

Use of seff-aroseotlye measures

No Yee
Eatirnated number
of victimisation*

Rape:

12-19
1

(3,198)

20-34 60% 40%. (5,846)

35 or older 77% 23% (1,286)b

Attempted rape:

12-19 15% 85% (6,757)

20-34 13% 87% (11,560)

35 or older

total:

12% 88% (3,532)

12-19 26% 76% (9,950)

20-34 29% 71% (17,406)

35 or older 29% 71%' (4,818)

@Excludes rape and attempted repo victimization by nonatrangeri and victimization of 'males.
bEstimate. based on about 50 or fewer sample cases, may be statistically unreliable.

TABLE 25 Estimated percentages of use of self-protective measures in rape and
atteMPted rape,victimization, by offender's weapon use, 26 cities aggregatea

Offender's weapon use

t Use of seff-proteotNe mesewres
Iodinated number
of ylotirnkationsNo Yes

pope:

Weapon used 69%. 31% (6,938)

No weapon 32% 88% (2,227)

Don't know 38% 82% (1,168)b

Attempted rape:

Weapon used 18% 82% (6,031)

:No weapop 12% 88% (3,195) ..

Don't know 14% 86% (3,195)

hmouosis rape and attempted mpe vietkniuton by nonatranOs ifistyloiroisetion of melee.
"Eatimate. based on about 10 of fewer ample asse& mey be etatletioalty unrOtable.



TABLE 26 Estimated .percentavea of use of sef-proteottve moasuros in repo andattempted rape victimization, by number of offendrs, 26 cities aggregate'

Use of ootf-protootNo r000suros
Numbor of otfooders No Yoe

Rape:

Lone offender 59% 41%
Multiple offenders 51% 49%
Don't know 100% 0%

Attempted repo:

Lone offender 11% 89%
Multiple offenders 22%. 78%
Don't know 62% 38%

Estknotod numb'?
of viotimizatione

(7,691)

(2,478)

1 1 >b

(16,868)

(4,809)

(173)b
a
bExcludes rape and attempted rape victimization by nonstranyers and victimization of males. sEstimate, based on about 50 or fewer sample cases, may be stattaticalty unreliable.

Self-protective Measures by Number of Offenders

(iiven the nature and, seriousness of rape, it could
be hypothesized that there would be no difference
between victims of lone offenders and victims of
multiple offenders in the use of self-protective
measu Alternatively, it could be hypothesized that
vic s fact re than one attacker would be more
frightened and consequently less resistant,than victims
facing single attackers. The survey datado not clearly
support either hypothesis.

The data in Table 26 show thatin rape there was a
slight difference between the use 'of se10.protective
measures by victims facing lone 'offenders and by
victims facing more than one offender (41 percent
compared with 49 percent). Rape victims of multiple
offenders were slightly more likely to use self-
protective measures than were rape victims of lone
offenders, However, in attempted rape, victims of lOne
offenders used self-protective measiires more often
than did victims of more than one offender (89 percent
compared with 78 percent).

Self-protective Measures: Summary

The victimization survey results indicate some
general characteristics of the use of self-protective
measures by rape and attempted rape victims. A la*

ajority (more than 7 out of 10) of the total rape and
attempted rape victims in the 26 cities did something to

protect themselves. Most of these victims reported
screaming or crying ler help and/ or using or trying to
use physical force. Those victims who tried to defend
themselVes had a much better chance of thwarting the
offender than women who did nothing.

T he use of self-protective measures in rape and
attempted rape was relatetl to both victim and incident
characteristics. White victims of rape reported using
self-protective measures proportionately more often
than did black and other minority victims. Rape
yictims who were older and those who faced armed
attackers were less resistant. Lastly, there was no clear
relationship between the number of offenders and the
use of self-protective measures.

The finding that women who-do something to
protect themselves have a much better chance of
preventing the completion Rf;the attack might suggest
that physical injury to victims may be less when they
try to defend themselves. However, previous research
indicates that thil may not be the case. For example,'
Chappell and James (1976), in their interviews with 50
rapists committed to-a mental institution, asked the
question, "What would push you to injure a victim?"
Forty-six percent answered that struggling by the
victim would lead to iWury and 44 percent said that
'creaming would lead to injury. These are precisely the
techniques of self-protection most often reported by
victims in the 26 cities, Does the victim of rape or
attempted rape increase her chances of being injured,
when she uses self-protective Measures? The following
section will deal with this and other questions relating
to injury in rape and attempted rape victiMization.
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Injury

There are two major components of the injury
suffered by rape vicfims: one is psychological and the
other physical. The literature on rapt suggests that thç
psychological or emotional damage experienced by the..
rape victim may be great; however, the victimization
survey does, not attempt to obtain this information.

The information obtained in the survey does
provide a number of approaches for examining the
physical component of injury in rape and attempted
rape victimizations. Rape and attempted rape victims
were asked if they were injured, what injuries they
received, if they were injured to the extent that they
needed medical attention after the attack, and if they
receNed any treatment at the hospital.

'It should be noted that the Survey findings on
hospital treatment of rape victims may be confounded
by the fact that victims of rape attacks, particularly
completed rapt attacks, may receive one or both of two
types of medical attention at the hospital. First, rape
victims usually require examination an& may require
treatment of physical injuries suffered during the
assault, and this type of hospital treafinent may be
reported to the survey interviewer. Second:,the police
usually require a medical examination in a hospital to
establish that a ripe aid occur. The emergency room
treatment picked up by the survey interview could
consist of this medical,; legal examination that is part
of standard hospital; police procedure for victims of
rape. The survey instrument does not distinguish those
two types of medical attention. If a portion of the
hospital treatment reported in the survey is treatment
in the form of an examination for the purpose_ of
establishing evidence of the rape, this would inflite the
survey findings on the extent Of physical injury iqrape.

All rape and attempted rape victims who iliere
attacked were asked in the survey if they received any
injuries. Table 27 shows eitimated percentages of rape
and attempted rape victims who were injured..Note
that the victimizations in which the victim was not
attacked (those attempted rapes that were verbal
threats of ripe) are excluded from this table.;These
data show that although injury was substantially
higher in rape than in attempted rape, the maOrity of
rape and attacked attempted rapt victims sOstained
physical injury. Ninety-one percent of the rape victims
and 63 percent of the attacked attempted rape victims
were injured.

Although the sexual act itself may be incidental in
the offender's motivation, rape Is a violent isexual
asiault. The varieties of injury suffered by rape and
attempted rape victims can be grouped into two major
categories: those directly associated with the act or.
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attempt of rape, and any additional injuries the victim
receives. Additional injuries may be in the form of less
serious injuries such as bruises, black eyes, cuts, and so
forth, or they may be more serious injuries such as
knife or gunshot wounds or broken bones.11Amir (1971), ,
ano 1Niaci r ' 11 repotted that thy ph) sical
harm suffered by most victims was primarily injury
associated with the act of rape itself. Although many
victim's received "additional injuries, a minority
suffered severe additional injuries ---injuries such as
knife wounds or broken bones that would suggest
extremes of brutal and capricious violence, violence
beyond whatiwas necessary to contain the victim. It is
important, then, to examine the types of injury

k suffered by rape and attempted rape victims in the 26
cities.

Fable 27 shows the types of injury reported by
victims who were injured. The types of injury
percentages.total to over 100 percent because some of
the injured victims reported more than one-type of
injury. A large part of ihe injuries suffered were
directly associated with the act or attempt of rape; 92
percent of the injured rape victims reported rape
injuries and 55 percent of the injured attempted rapt
victims reported attempted rape injuries. The
additionakinjuries reported were for the most part less
serious injuries; injuries such as bruises, black eyes,
cuts, and scratches were reported by 43 percent of the
injured rape victims and 63 percent of the injured
attempted rape victims. Few victims (less than 10
percent) reported physical injury in the form of knife
or. gunshot wounds; broken bones, and internal

Injuries.
Estimated percentages of rape and attempted rape

victims who sustained any additional physical injury
are giyen in Table 28. In this context, additional injury
is defined as one or more than one type of injury other
than rape or attempted rape injury. This includes:
knife or gunshot wounds, brpken bones or teeth
knocked out, ;internal injuries or knocked' uncon-
scious, bruises, black eyes, cuts, scratches, and other

'injuries. Table 28 shOws that about half of the
victims---48 percent of the rape victims.and46 percent
of the attacked attempted rape victims sustained
some physical injury that was not classified as rape or
attempted rape injury.

Briefly, most rape and rpm attempted rape iiictims
who were attacked were irifured. Injuries included rape
and attempted rape injuries, as well as additional
injuries. Although a sUbstantial proportion (about
half) of tile attacked victims reported tome physical
injury other thin rape or attempted rape injury, most
often the additional injury was in the form of bruises,
cuts', scratches, and black eyes. These survey data on
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TABLE 27 Estimated percentages of injury saftafed and type of injury suffered by those injured in
rape and attempted rape victimizatipn,126 cities aggregate8

c

=Libor;

IniorY 'I Type of Injury sufferizia-

Estimated
number of

victimization*
Not

Injured
Total

Injured
nape
injury

Attempted
rape

Injury

Knffe or
gunshot
wound

Broken bones
or teeth

knocked out%

Internal iniuriee
or knocked

lunconeolbus

Swims,
black

mutt;
Other
inimfY

Rape

Attempted rape

(10330)

(12,491)b

9%

37%

91%

63%

92%

0%

I %

66%

3%

2%

2%

4%

6%

7%

43G

63%

I 3%

I 4%

a jxcludes rap. and attemptedrape victimization try nonstrangers and victimization of males.
"Excludes those attergeted-rape victimizations that wars verbal throats of rap..
CSubcatectoritta May total to over 100 percent because injured victims may report more than one type of injury.



TABU 2$ Estimated pementsges of rape end attempted rap: victims who sustained
addkional physical injury, 26 cities agintogitea

Toe of victimisation

Rep*

Attempted rape

Total

Addttionet initsrfit

Yee No

48% 52%

48% 54%

47% 5t%

acyfzinitsditanutrbix:

(1 0,330)

(12,491)C

(22,821)C

igExclOdes rape and attempted-rape victimisation by nonstringers and victimization of males.
Additional injury here means eny injury other than rape or anempted rape injury. This includes: knife Of gunshot wounds,
broken bones or teeth knocked out, internal injuries or knooked unconscis, bruises. black eyes, outs...crotches and other

ciI1J411"
ExolUdes those attempted rape vietimizatione that were verbal threats of 'rope. -

injury suggest that the element of violence in rape is the
physical force used to attempt and/ or achieve sexual
intercourse with a woman against her will. Generalty,
it does not appear to be violence in the form ,of
additional, capricious beatings, stabbings, and so
forth.

Medical Attention and Hospital Treatment

Another approach to exarnining physical injury in
rape and attempted rape is to look at the proportion of
injured victims who reported that they needed medical
attention after the attack. In ttlis connection medical
attention was defined as care given by a trained
medical person (such as a doctor, nurse,\ or medic)
either at the scene, ar an office, or ati hoipital.

Because by definition rape is a mbre serious sexual
assault than attempted rape, it can be expected that the
proportion of victims who reported needing medical
attention would be higher in r3pe than in attempted.
Jape victimization. This was indeed sthe clise. The
survey data (not shown in tabular form) show that 54
percent of the injured rape victims and 28 percent of
the injured attempted rape victims reported that they
were in need of medical.attention after the attack.
Overall:42 percent of the injured victims reported
needing medical attention.

The ripe and attempted rape victims who said they
neecled medical attention after the attack were asked if
they received any treatment at a hosphal. The data in
Table 29 show the extent 'of 4otpital treatment
received by rape and attempted rap victims who
needed medical attention after the incident. Those data
sflow that most of the injured victims who needed
medical attehtion rective4 some amount of treatment

at the hospital; 59 percent received emergency room
treatment and 10 percent stayed overnight or longer at
the hospital. Thus, most of the Jape and attempted
rape victims who needed,medicalattention were taken
care of in the emergency room. At might be expbcted,
more attempted rare than rape victinis who needed
medical attention received some medical attention but
no hospital treatment. Table 29 shows that 40 percent
of the attempted rape victims,' but only 26 percent of
the rape victims, who needed medical attention said
they received no hospital treatment.

Thus, the data indicated that both in terms of the
proportion of victims reporting that they 'needed
medical attention.following the attack and in terms of
the amount of hospital treatment they received
'victims of rape were more seriously injured than
victims of attempted rape. The remainder of, this
section of the report will took at how injurY in rape and
attempted rape victimization varied with characteris.
tics of both the victim and the,incident.

Additional Injury by Race and Age 'of Victim

Above it was reported that about half of the ra.pe
and attempted rape victims who were attacked
received some additional pflysical.Injury; that is some
injury other than rape or attempted rape injury, Most
Often the ad'CINIOnal iRjutiel were less seribus injuries
such as bruises and cuts, although the More severe but
leis common injuries such as knife Wounds and broken
bones art inch:Wed in this category, The proportion of
victims rePorting sotone or more thin one type on
additional injury va0 wiih both the race and the age
of victims.
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TABLE 29 Estimated peroentages of the extent of hospital treatment reoeived bythose victims who needed medical attention following rape and attempted rape vic-timization, 28 cities eggregates

fioesatai I:eatment

Type of vlonmisetion None
Imer9enoy
room onfy

Overnight
O onger Intimated numb*/

of viotiminations
Raps

Attempted reps
Total

26%

40%

64%

49%

69%

10%

12%

10%

(5,0 )

(2,18k
(7,230)

*Excludes reps and attempted rape victimization by nonetrangers and victimization of males. Excludes those victitns whowere not insured to the extent that medical attention was necessary.

--,TABLE 30 Estimated percentages of repo and attempted rape victims who sus-tained additional physical injury, by race of victim, 28 cities aggregateaI

Addttional induryb
Istimeted numberRaos of victim

Yea No of victimization*,
Rape:

White 54% 48% . (6,831)
r,

,

41% 59% (4,499)
Atte pted rape:

White
499(i 51 )() (7,217)c

Black/other 43% . 57% (5,274)c

:Excludes rape and attempted rope victimization by nonstrangers and victimization of males.Additional injury hare means any injury other than rape or attempted rallo injury. This Includes: knife or gunshot wounds,broken bones or teeth knocked out, internal injuries of knocked unoonsus. bruises, bleak yes, puts, scratches and othior,injuries.
"Exclude. those attempted rape victimization* that were verbal thrats of rape.

Table 30 shows estimated percentages of rape and
attempted rape victims (excluding those not attacked)
who sustiined .some additional injury, by race of
victim. Additional injury was reported more often by
white rape victims than by minority rape victims (54
percent compered with 41 percent). Although the
difference is not substantial, the same pattern is foUnd

-.4 in attempted rape victimization. White victims
auffered injuries not directly associated with the act of
rape or attempted rape more often than black and
other minority rape victims.

Estimated percentages of ripe arid attempted rape
victims who sustained additional injury art shown in
Table 31 by age of victim. The data indicate that non-

rape injury was greater for older victims thin itwas for
younger ones. The percent of rape victims Aho
reported one or more than one type of additional
injury was much higher for victims 35 or older (66
percent) than it was for victims between 12 and 19
year: old (44 percent) or thole between 20 ind 34 years
old (46 percent). However, in this table the estimatefor
victims 35 or older is based orOwer than 50 sample
cases and may be statistically unreliable. In attempted
rape victimization (excluding those not attacked)
additional injury increases only slightly with increases
in the age of the victim from 43 percent for the 12 to 19
year olds to 48 percent for the 20 to 14 year olds to 51
percent for victims 35 or older.



TABLE 31 Estimated percentages of rape and attempted rapevictims who sustained
additional physical Injury, by age of victim, 28 cities eggrseatea

Aga of victim

>

Additional *toryb
estimated number
of victimization*Vas No

Raps...

12-19 44% 56% (3,198)

20-34 46% 54% (5,846)

35 or older 66% 34% (1,286)d

Attempted rape:

12-19 43% 57% (4,282)d

20-34 48% (8,167)d

35 or older 51% 49% (2,052)d

:Excludes rape and attempted repo victimization by nonstrangerg and victimizstion of males.
Additional injury here moans any injury othof then rap* or atterribtod rape injury. This includ: knife or gunshot wounds;
broken bones or teeth knocked out. internal injuries or knocked unconscious, bruises, black eyes, cuts, scratches and other

cinjuries.
dEstimete, biased on about 50 or fewer 'sample cases. moy be statistically unreliable.

Excludes that.* attempted rape yictimizations that were verbal threats of rape.

Injury and Self-protection

As seen alove, when victima.in the 26 cities did
somethMg to try to ward off their attackers, it appears
that they increased the probability that the rape would
not be completed. Among those victims who used
self-protective rneasures, more than four out of five
rapes were not completed, compared with two out of
five among victims who did not use self-protective

asures. Because victims of completed htpe reported
inj and the need for medical attention more often
than victims of attempted rape, this difference in
completion between victims who used and did not use
self-protective measures suggests that injury is less in
victimization: in which the victim tries somehow to
protect herself.

However, when injury is judged in terms of the
proportion of victims receiving additional injury, a
different picture emerges. The survey data suggest that
physical injury may not be less when the victim does
something to try to protect herself.

Table 32 shows the relationship between the use of
self-protective measures and additional injury in rape
and attempied rape victimization. The proportion of
victims reporting one or 'more than one type of
additional injury was much greater amongvictims who

tried somehow to protect themselves. Among the

victims of rape, additional injury was reported by 34
percent of the victims who didn't use self-protective
measures, but 66 percent of the victims who did use
self-protective measures. The colosarable figures in
attempted rape victimization are 29 percent and 49
percent. Thus, victims who did something to try to
protect themselves were much more likely to report
types of injury not directly related .to the act of rape.

These survey findings indicate thaLwheiher there is

more or less physical injury resulting from rape attacks
in which the victim tries to protect herself depends on
how injury is measured. By trying to protect herself the

victim increases the likelihood that the rape will not be

completed: however, the likelihood ihat the attacked
victim. will receive some physical injury not classified

as rape or attempted rape injury is also increased.
4

Injury and Nanber of Offenders

The results of Amir's (19'11:218) Philadelphia study
indicated that tiolenoe, espeCially in its extreme forms,
was signifkantly associated With group rape. It would
seem reasonable, then, to expect that additional
injuries (injuries such as bruises, cuts, broken bones,
knife wounds, and other non-rspe injuries) would be
reported more oftsn by victims of pairs or groups of



TAIL* 32 Estiniated percentages of rape and attempted raps victims who suatainedsdclitional phyolosi injury, by use of solf-protactive measures. 26-cities aggregate*

use a4
oief-protootivs moostwoo

Rape:

Did not use self-protective
mouuras

Did use self-protective
measures

Attempted rape:

Did not use self-protCtiVe
rneasures

Did use self -pr ectIve
measures

Adtptionfil ktiorYb
Istimatid number
of veotimisationoNo

34% 86% (5,946)

66% 34% (4,365)

29% 71% (1 ,454)C. d

49% 51% (11,037)d

:Excludes repo and attempted rape victimisation by nog/bangers and victimilabon of males.Additional injury horn means any injury other than rapdvdr attempted rape injury. Thla inclvdecknife or gunshot wounds,broken bones or teeth knockedout, internal injuries Of knoCked unconscious, bruises, black eyes, cuts. scratches and other
.,',EstIrnate, based on about 50 or fewer sample caw, may be statistically unreliable."Excludes those attempted rape victimixations that were verbal threats of rape.

offenders than by victims of lone offenders. The
victimization suite y data do not support this
expectation.

Table 33 shpws the relationship between the
number of offenders and the proportion of rape and
attempted rape victims who sustained additional
physical iniury. There was no difference between the
percent df additional injury reported by rape victims of
lone 'offenders and that reported by rape victims of
multiple offenders. la attempted rape victimization, 48
percent of the victims sustained additional injury when
lone offenders were involved and 40 percent sustained
additional injury when multiple offenders were
involved. Overall, additional physical injiry Was not
substantially related to the number of offenders
involved in the rape or attempted rape.

Injury and Weapon Use 111

Two competing hypotheses suggest relationships
between the rapist's use of weapons and the* physical
injury suffered by the victim of a rape or attempted
rape. On the one hand, it could be hypothesised that
injury to the victim would be less if the offender had a
weapon. This would be true if the attacker relied on the
mere presence of a weapon, rather than on a show of
physical force such as a beating, to frighten and subdue

his victim. For example, research indicates that injury
to the victim is less in armed than in unarmed robbery
because the robber uses his weapon to intimidateshis
victims, not to harm them (Conklin, 1972), If the same
pattern exists in rape, it would be,expected that
additional injury to victims would be less in rapes and
attempted rapes in which a weapon was present.

The competing hypothesis is thto when the
offender is armed, there is, greater potential for injuty
to the victim, and this potential is realized often
enough for proportionitely greater injury to occur.
For example, the presence of a weapon may make the
'crucial difference in turning an assault into a homicide.

The victimization survey data in Table 34 indicate
that the relationship between additional injury and
weapon use depends to some extent on whether the
rape was completed or attempted. Among the victims
of completed rape attacks, additional injury to the
victim was more likely when the rapist did not have a
weapon than when he did (58 percent compared with
44 percent). However, if the rape attack was not
completed, additional injury was more likely if the
rapist was armed. Seventy percent of the attempted

pe victims suffered additional injury in armed
s4ack s.

One explanation for these apparently contradic.
tory findings is that the above hypotheies should be
considered together in an explanation of the
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TABLE 33 Estimotod poroontogos of raps and ottomptod rape victims who Suitained
..

additional piwsical injury, by number of offenders, 28 chlas aggregate.
.

Additional iniuryb
.

latimetad number
Number of offender* Yes No of vmbetIone

:
.Rape:

Lone offender 49% :51% (7,891)

Multiple offenders 48% .62% (2,478)

Don't know 0% 100% (161)c

Attempted rape:

Lone offender 48% 52%
.

(9,985)d

Multiple offenders 40% 60% (2,441)d

Don't know 28% 72% (65)c, d

:Excludes rape and attempted rape victimization by nonstrangers and victimization of males.
Additional injury here means any injury other than rape or attempted rate injury, This includes: knife or gunshot wounds,
broken bones Qr teeth knocked out, intrnal injuries or knocked unoonscious, bruises, black eyes, cuts, *crotches and other
injuries. ,

.

'Estimatf. based. On about 50 or fewer sample cases, maY be statlatically unrell4blt.dExcludes those attempted rape victitnizations that were verbal threats of rap*.

TABLE 34 Estimated percentages of rape and attempted rape victims who sustained
additional physical injury, by offender's weapon use, 28 cities aggregate

Additional .injuryb

Us* of weapons Yee

Rape:

Weapon used 44%

No weapon 58%

Don't know 56%

Attempted rape:

Weapon used 70%

No weapon 41% /
Don't know 33%

No
Istimited number
of vio0mhatione

58%

42%

44%

(8,938)

(2,227)

(1,188)

3731 (2,894)d

sk (7,7770

67% (1,821)d

1E .Koludes rape and attempted rape yiatimizatton by nonstrangers and victimisation of males.
'lltdditionsi Injury here meaneanY injury other then rape or attempted rape .injuty. This includes: knife or gunshot wounds,
broken bones or tooth knocked out, internal injuries or knocked unconscious, bruises, bleak eyes, outs, aoratohos-and other

.injuriee.
Nstimate. based on about 50 or fewer sample .tuteet niey be statistically unrellabfe.
-Exclude* those attempted rape victimizatiOna that wereYerbel threes of rape.



relationship between weapon use and additional injury
in rape and attempted rape, Following the first
hypothesis, it is possible that the rapist who is armed
does not intend to use the weapon to injure his victim,
He has the weapon because its vtry presence and his
threat of using it is a way of forcing his victim into
submiuion. As seen in a previous section, when the
offender is armed proportionately More rape altaciu
are completed than when he is unarmed. However, it
could be that if for some reason the rapist does not
succeed in completing the rape, he toes the weapon to
beat, stab, or otherwise infliceadditional injury on the
victim. Following the secaV hypothesis above, if a
weapon is present the potential for additionel injury is
greater. Thus, there is greater additional injury to
attempted rape victims in armed, as opposed to
unarmed attacks.

Injury: Summary .

The information collected in the victimization
survey interview provides a number of ways of looking
at the physical injury suffered by victims of rape and
attempted rapt. These indicators suggest some general
patterns in the nature and extent of physical harm
experienced by victims in the 26 cities surveyed.
Although injury was reported more often by rape than
by attempted rape victims, the majority of all victims
who were attacked were injured. Of. the injured
victims, rape victims were injured to the extent that
medical attention was necessary more often than were
attempted rape victims.

The types of injury reported by rape and attempt
rape victims were analyzed as fallin into two Major
categories, rape or attempted rapt injuries and
additional injuries. Ninety-two percent of the injured
rape victims reported rape injuries and 55 percent of
the injurea attempted rape victims reported attempted
rape injuries.

About half of all attacked victims said they
received additional injuries, injuries such as bruises,
cuts, scratChes, internal injuries, broken bones., t nife.
or gunshot wounds, and other non4ape injuries.
Additional injuries were reported more often by white
than by black and other minority race women, and
more often by Aar women than by younger wchnen.
The survey data on the uie of self-protective measures
and injury present a dilemma for those who would
advise women on rape prevention: although the use of
self-protective measures increased the likelihood that
the rape attack would not be completed, 'additional
injury was reported much more &ten by both`rape and
attempted rape victims who tried somehow to protect
themselves.

Although the additional injury sustained by
victims who were attacked was not related to the
number of offenders invOlved in the attack, it was
related to whether or not the offender was armed.
Among the victims of completed rape attacks,
additional injury was sustained more often in unarmed
attacks. However, among the victims of attempted
rape, additional injury was sustained more often when
the offender was armed.

Informing the Polio*

Researchers who have used police files have noted
that for a variety of reasons, many victims delay
reporting rapes to the police; Amir(1971:290) reported
that reasons for failure in*promptly reporting the

'incident to the police varied from fear of the offender
or of parental reaction to the victim's initial inability to
report because of drunkenness or shock. MacDonald
(1971:93) adds that many victims delay.reporting until
they have spoken to their husbands, boyfriends or
physicians. Some rape victims fear newspaper
publicity or courtroom appearances.

Because these research studies are based on rapes
reported to the police, they can suggest reasons for
delay in reporting to the police, but they ,cannot
address the question of why many victirns do not
inform the police at all. Estimates of the percent of
rapes actually reported to the police vary from 5 to 30
percent of the actual rapes committed ( Amir, 1971:27 ),
Victimization surVey data nmvide one measure of
victims' failure to report to the police: the data can
indicate the extent to which victims who report rape
attacks to surVey interviewers haSe reported the
incident to the police. Survey interviewers asked
victirm if the porta were informed of the incident in
any way, either by the victim or by someone else. The
victims who did not report the incident to the police
were asked why it was not reported. Hence, in addition
to providing a measure of the proportion of rape
attacks that go unreported, the survey data lends
insight to the reasons why victims do not report rapes
and attempted rapes to the police.

Generally, among those rape and atteMpted rape
victims who reported an attack to survey interviewers,
the proportion who had also reported it to the police
was not high. As the data in Table 35 show, in only 56
percent of the total Ape and attempted rape attacks
that were reported in the survey were the police
informed. As would be expected, informing the police
wal greater in rape than in attempted rapeghly
two-thirds (68 percent) of the rapes were reportbd to
the police compared with one-half (51 percent) of the
attempted rapes.
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TABLE 36 Estimated percentages of victims informing the police and reasons for noi informing the
police in rape and attempted rape victimization, 26 cities aggregate°

a

Type of Setimeted
. nun**, of

don viotimieatione

Informing the polio.

Pofioe Don't
Informed know

Polio
not

informod

Remora for not Won*g the polloo!)

Pollee Didn't Went Private Didn't
Nothing Not would not to take or . want Afreld trd
could Important Went to be time; too personal :to ot of ro- someone Other

be clone enough bothored l000rwentent matter. kwov.d *Ones oho moon

Rape (10,330)

Attempted
rape (21,850)

Total (32,180)

68% 1% 31%

51% 0% 49%

56% 0% 43%

23% '4% 14% 1% 53% 14% 19% 7% 11%

49% 15% 7% .4% 19% 6% 10% 12% 14%

43% 12% 9% 4% 27% 8% 12% 11% i 3%

akExclUde. rape and attempted rape victimization by nonstrangeri and victimtzation maks*.
-Subcategories may total to over 100 peroent beicause nonreporting victims msy report more than one forMing th Potioe.

62
61

'



TABLE 34 Estimated percentages
victimization,

Rao of vienm

of informing the police in roe and attempted rapeby ram of victim, 26 cities aggregalit

!Morning the pollee

Notimated number
of viatimiretiose

Pollee Don't
informed know

Polio, not
Informed

Rape: .
.

White 62% 0% 37% (5,831)
Black/other 78% 1% 24% (4,499)

Attempted raps:

White 47% 0% 53% (13,522)
Black/other 58% 1% 42% (8,328)

Total:
,

White 52% 0% 48%- (19,354)
Black/other 64% 1% 35% (12,829)

*Excludes
rip* and antimptad rap, victimiztion by nonatrangars and victimization of males.

TABLE 37 Estimated percentages of informing thepolic in r4ape and attempted rapevictimization, by age of victim, 28 cities aggregate.

Age of victirn

Infer+ the poke

Iodinated number
of victimization,

Don't Police notInformed know Wormed
Rape:.

12-19

20-34

35 or older

59%

70%

84%

1%

0%
,

0%

40%

30%

18%

(3,199)
A

(6,847)

(1,288)b
Attempted rape:

12-19 49% 0% 51% (8,768)
20-34 60% 1% 49% (11,580)
35 or older 58% 0% 42% (3,532)

Total: -41,1

12-19 52% 0% 48% (9,957)
20-34 67% 1% 43% (17,397)
35 or older 85% 0% 35% (4,818)

alExcludea rape and attempted rape yibtimiution by nonstranpers and vlotimiaetion of male*.biatimate,
!mead on about SO or fewer ample twee. may be statistically unreliabl.
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Rape victims who did not report the incident to the
police were asked wh y. they failed to do so. The
response given by the victim was recorded by the
survey interviewer' as one OP mtwe of nine different
reasons for not informing the police. The reasons given
by rape and attempted rape vietims,for failure to report
to the police are shown in Table 35. The reasons given
by Victims did not vary substantially for viatims of
differeht races or ages. (Rth not presented in tabular
form.) However, as might be anticipated, there was a
considerable difference between victims of completed
rape and victims of attempted rape in the reasons for
not informing the police.

Die reason cited by more than half (53 percent) of
the rape victims for not informing the police was that
they considered the incident to bra private or personal
diatter. The second most frequently given reason for
not reporting completed rape was that the victim felt
nothing could be done, there was a lack of proof.
Almost one-quarter (23 percent) Qf the rape victims

gave this as the reason for nOt reporting.
Considering the nature of attempted rapeEit it not

surprising that the major reason given for not
reporting the attack to the police was that the victim
felt nothing could be done, there was a lack of proof.
Almost half (49 percent) of the nonreporting vietimiof
attempted rape felt that nothing could be done. In
attempted rape, the second most common reason for
not reporting was that the victim considered the
incident a private or personal matter. Almost one-fifth,
(19 percent) of the nonreporting victims of attempted
rape gave this response.

Thus, both the proportion of victims who failed to
report thvincident to the police and the reasons for
failure "ioreport are different for rape victims and
attempted rape victims. Reporting to the police also

varied to some extent with victim and incident
characteristics.

Informing the Potice by Victim Characteristics

It could be hypothesized that for varioui. teasons
victims of different races, ages, and marital statuses
would be more or less likely to report rape and
attempted rape attacks to the police. Thus, it is

worthwhile to examine the survey findings on the
relationships between informing the police and raee,
age, and marital status characteristics of victiins.

The survey data suggest that black and other
minority victims of rape and attempted rape report to
the police MOM often than white victims. As the data in
Table 36 show, in rape victimizations slightly more
than three-fourths (76 percent) of the black ne0 other
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minority victims, compared with less than two-thirds
(62 percent) of the white victims, reported the incident
to the police. Similarly, in-attempted rape, 58 percent
of the minority victims,compared with 47 percent of
the white victims informed the police.

In both rape and attempted rape, informing the
police increased as the age of the victim increased: The
data in Table 37 show that in rape victimization: 6 out
of 10 victims in the 12 to 19 year old category informed
thr police, compared with 7 out of 10 victims in the 20
to 34 ytar old category and more ttlin 8 out of 10
victims in the 35 year old or older category. I-he data for
attempted rape indicate a similar but less dramatic
increase in reporting to the police as the victim's age
increases. The 12 to 19 year old vietims and the 20 to 34
year old victims have almost the same proportions
repOrting to the police (49 percent and 50 percent,
respectively), compared with a slightly higher
proportion (58 percent) of victims 35 years old or older
who reported attempted rape attacks to the police.

Reporting of the rape or attempted rape incidents
nathe police also varied to some extent with the marital
status of the victim. The survey findings show that
victims who were never married reported rape and
attempted rapt to the police less often than did victims
who were married, divorced/ separated, or widowed.
As the data in Table 38 indicate, among the victims
who were never married, 59 percent of the rapes and 45
percent of the attempted rapes were reported to the
police. Comparable figures were 81 percent and 63
percent for divorced/ separated women and 82 percent
and 58 percent for married women.

Thus, the survey data indicate that informing the
police of rape and attempted rape attacks was
somewhat related to victim characteristics. Black and
other minority women, older women, and women who
were married (or had been previously married) were
more likely to inform the police than were white,
younger, and never married women.

Informing the Police and Iniury

It could be hypothesized that the more severely the
victim is irkjured, the more likely she islo report the
rape toAhe police. Above it was noted that victims of
rape were more likely to inform the police than were
victims of a.ttempted rape. However, there is no real
relationship between additional physical injury and
reporting to the police.

As the data in Table 39 indicate, victans who
sustained additional injury in rape att'acks were about
as likely to inform the police as victims who did not
sustain additional injury. In attempted rape, victims
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TABLE 38 Estimated peroentages of informing tha polio* in wipe arwd attempted rap*victimisation, by marital status of victim, 28 cities aggregates

Marital statue of victim

Worming the pollee

.° Estimated tiumbor
of victimisation.

Po Soo
Wormed

Don't
know

Po'oNoe net
Informed

Rape:

Never married 69% 1% 40% (6,112)
Married 82% 0% 18% (2,133)
Divorced/separated 81% 0% 19% (1,869)
Widowed 76% 0% 24%

Attempted rape:
.,.

Never married 45% 0% 55% (12,414)
Marriod k 58% 0% 42% (4,997)
Divorced/separated 63% 1% 35% (3,674)
Widowed 46% 0% 5494 (651)b
Not ascertained 65% 0% 45% (115)b

aExcIudea rape and ottomPted rape victimization by nonstranitera and victimization of males.bErtimate.
based on about 50 orfawer simple castle, moy be statistically unrallable.

TABLE 39 Estimated peroantagas of informing ths police by rape and attemptedrap* victims, by additional physical injury, 28 cities.aggregatea

Addttionol Iniuryb

Informinv the pollee

Estimate& numbet
of viotimisatkins

Poke
infeneid

Don't
know

PoNoó not
informed- .

Rape:

Additional injury 70% 1% 29% (4,972)
No additional injury 57% 0% 33% (5,359)

Attempted rape:

Additional injury 56% 44% (5,79W
. No additional Injury 83% 0% 37% (5,892)c

bola-etudes rape and attomptod rope ylettrnioatton by nonstiangers and ylotimitation Of males.Additionae-injury hero moons ariy injury other than rape or attempted rap. ury. This inoludaV knife of gunshot wounds,broken bones or tooth knooked out internal Infurfee or knocked unoonsolous, bruises, blot:S(14*COuts, looratOlt and ctnor
"lbsetudee those attampted rope viatimisatiOrte that ware verbal threats of rapt
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who sustained additional physical injury were slightly
less likely to inform the police than Those who didn't
(56 percent compared with 63 percent). Thus, it
appears that additional (non-rape) injury was not
related to the likelihood that the police would be
informed.

Informing the Potke: Summary

The victimization survey data indicate that slightly
over half of the women Who reported rapt and
attempted rape victimizations to survey interviewers
said that the incident had been, reported to the police.
Victims of rape who failed to inform the police most
often said they considered the incident to be a private
or personal matter. The feeling that nothing could be
done or that there was a lack of proof was the reason
for not informing the police most often given by
victims of attempted rape.

The survey data also indicate that whether or not
the police were informed wit related to characteristics
of The victim. Black and other minority victims
reported more often than did white victims. Informing'
the police increased with the age of the victim. Women
who were never married had lower rates of reporting
than did any other marital status group. -

Informing the police was not related to whether or
not the victim sustained additional physical injury.

Summary and Conclu.sions

in this report, Nictimization survey data from 26
cities were.used to examine .the nature of-rape and
attempted rape victimizations by strangers. The survey
results suggest a few Iieneral cOnclusions about
characteristics of rape and attempted rape victims and
their attackers, and about some elements and
consequences of rape attacks.

Generally, Women who had a high risk of being
t tac ked wev young women, women between the ages

of 16 and 24. They were most often not married (never
married, divorced, or separated), and their major
activities, like working or going to school, probably
took them awry from home a good deal of the time.
Finally, women with t4gh risks of being rape or
attempted rape victims were more often from the lower
income levels. It appears that these women were in
high risk eituations more often than higher income,
older, married women, or those who were
keeping house retired.

The most dangerous hour's for potential rape and
attempted rape victims were between 6:00 p.m. and
midnight. The dangerous locations were open public
areas, such as streets or, parks.
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RiPe and attempted rape victims were usually
victims of men of their own race, and men percei\ted to
be 21 years dId or older. The majority of the offenders
were alone and chose lone victims. More often than
not, the rapist was unarmed. Howewer, when he did use
a weapon it was an effective means of intimidation:
rape was generally combleted if the offender was
armed.

Although the survey data cannot be used to address
the question of whether the rape is primarily violence a
or sex in Ihe minds of the offenders, some insight into
the nature of rape attacks is given by the survey results
on injury and theft in rape and attempted rape
victimizations. More rape than attempted rape victims
reported injury, and of the injured victims, rape
victim's needed medical attention more often than did
attempted rape victims. Additional injury, injury not
classified as rape or attempted rape injury, was mostly
in the form of less severe injuries such as bruises, cuts,
and spratches. Few injured victims reported broken
bones, knife wounds, or other injuries that would have
suggested more brutal physical assaults. In addition,
theft vas an element in only a small minority of rape
and attempted rape victimizitions. When something
was stolen,' it was most often cash and most often
stolen from victims of completed rape attacks. This
.suggests that theft may be secondary in most rape
attacks.

Most victims wepti not submissive. The vast
majority of the victims did something to protect
themselves: usually they fought back or cried for help.
The victim's use of self-protective measures appeared
to be effective in preventing the completion of the
attack. However, victims who used self-protective
measures received additional injuries more often than
did those who didn't use self-protective measures.

The survey findings also suggest that a low
,proportion of rape and attempted rape victims report
the incident to the police. Although rape attackhhat
were completed Were reported to the police much more
often than attempted rapes, overall, only about
one-half of the total rape and attempted rape

victimizations were reported. Most often rape victims
who failed to inform the police said they felt that
nothing could be done or that the incident Was a .
private or personal matter.

Some of the major elements in rape victimization
were related to the victim's age and race. Most victims
were young, and as the womanl age increaied, her riik
of being raped declined markedly. HoWever:although
women 35 years old or older experienced a lower risk
of being victims of rape attoscks, if attacked, they were
more often victims of armed offenders and appeared to
be more seriously ihjured. Victims 35 or older less
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7often used self-protective measures and more oft .n
informed the police. They also experienced theft in
rape victimization: 'more often than did younger
victims; this suggests that the rape may be secondary to
the theft when older women are attackoa.

Blac<kand other minority women generally
experienced a higher risk, of being raped. However,
white women between the ages bf 12 and 19 had a
higher rate of attempted rape than did black and other
minority race women in the same age group. Black and
other minority women were more often involved in
att'acks in which the offender used a weaponand also
experienced theft slightly more often than cbtke..hite
Victims, White victims reported the incident to the
police less often.

Most victims who'did not report the attack to the
polite said either that they felt it was a personal mattcr
or that they felt nothing could be done. Perhaps those
rape prevention programs that entourage greater and
more prompt reporting by victims should deal with
these issues. In addition, tne indication that many
non-reporting N. let uns kit that nothing could be don'e,
that there was a lack of proof, may also say something
about the rapc.victim's perception of the police and
their trtatment of rape cases.

The survey findings have implications for rapt
prevention. Some arc more obvious than others, A
),oung oman. alone in.an open public area at night, is
in a potentially dangerous situation. Because few rape
victimizations involve more than one victim, one
suggestion (perhaps uprealiStic in many circum-
stances) is that young women should avoid being out at
night alone.

Other findings are less obvious. fhe survey data
indicated a relationship between the victim's use of
self-protecti,ie measures and the amount of injurishe
sustained. This relationship has implications for those
who would advisepotential rape victims on techniques
of self-defense. When a woman did something to
protect herself (including things like screaming,
running away, fighting back), although she apparently
increased_the 1511.bability that the rape would not be
completed, she also apparently increased her chances
of receiving ,adattional .(non-rape) injuries, injuries
such as bruise's, cuts, brokeri bones, and so forth. These
survey findinits might be interpreted by sortie to
suggest that in Order to lessen the physical injury in
rape attacks, women need training ,in better, more
effective means of self-defense. However, it sliould be
stressed that the iltsue is not that clear-9ut.

There are constraints on the amount and nature of
informatton that it is feasible to collect in large-scale
surveys such as the victimization surveys conducted in
the 26 cities. As a result, there arc many questions
about rape that it was not possible to address with
victimization survey data. For example, the profik of
rape offenders given by the survey data is limitid to
characteristics 'that can be perceived by viCrims,
characteristics such as age, race and number of
offenders. Similarly, in this report the analysis of the
means used by offenders was restricted to an
examination of the extent of weapon use and type of
weapon use. Oky further study can answer the m"
rmaining questiNs about the crime of rape, rape
offenders, and their victims. There is a special need for
a much closer examination of the relationship between
the victim's use of self-protective measures and the
injury she suffers.
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APPENDIX A Rape involving N6nstrangers

.1fte

[he interpersonal relationship bgtween the rape
victim and offender has been the subject Of Much
concern in rape research. Part of this concern is ielated
to the suggestion that the rape victim may have a, role
in'precipitating the rape event. (See Amir, 1971.) More
often, the 'focus is tin attempt to understand the
offender's motiYations or choice of victim, to study
victiin proneness or vulnerability, or to, identify
potentially dangerous relationships or situations.

The results . of Amir's (1971:243) research in
Philadelphia indicated that roughly 42 percent of the
rapes involved offenders who were complete strangers
to jtie victim; an additional 10 percent involved
offenders of whom the victim had only general
knowledge. Thus; slightly over half of the rapes studied
were attacks by strangers. The remaining 48 percent of
the incidents involved acquaintances (14 percent),
close neighbors (19.percent), friends or boyfriends (11
percent), or relatives (2 percent). By comparison,
MacDonald's (1971:78) study of rape in Denver
revealed that 60 percent of the victims were raped by
strangers, 17 percent by casual acquaintances, 12
percent by friends, and 10 percent by relatives,
employers, or other nonstrangers.

The survey data from the 26 cities revealed that 82
percent of the rapes reported to survey interviewers
involved strangers, attackers who were either complete
strangers or "known by sight only.PThe remaining 18
percent of the reported 'rapes involveil offenders who
wree.either casual acquaintances of the victim or well
known, the latter including relatives.

The victimization survey results probably under-
estimate the prcporlion of rapes that were committed
by nonstringers. The results of the San Jose feasibility
study conducted by thd Bureau of the Census for
LEAA indicated that in survey intervkws, known
victims (victims who had reported rape attacks to the
police) reported rape by strangers to survey
interviewers much more often' than rape by non-
strangers. Eighty-four percent of tht known rapes
cornmitted byorangers, compared with 54 percent of
those committed by .nonitrangers%, Were reported to
survey Inverviewers. When weighting factort derived
from thete rePorting percentages are applied to the
rape data from the 26 cities, the'resulti suggeat that 74
percent of the rapes in die Os surveyed are rapes by
strangers and 26 percent are rapes by known
assailants. However, nothing is known about those

rapes reported neither to the police car to the survey
interviewers.

Because of the extent of nonreporting of rapes
committed by nonstrangers and the problem of small
numbers and resultant unreliability in the nonstranger
rape data, the bulk of this report dealt only with those,
rapes committed by offenders who were strangers to
the victim. This appendix will briefly highlight the
survey findings on rape by nonstrangers.

Intra-racial Rape -

Rapes that involved nonstrangers were much more
highly intra-racial than were stranger-to-stranger
rapes. This was true for rapt victimizations by lone
offenders and by more than one offender and ..fOr
victims of both racial categories. Black and other
minority victims of rapes committed by nonstrangers
were alwa the victims of offenders of the same racial
Cmegory.

Place

Most victims of nonstrangers were raped in their
own homes. Compared with stranger-to-stranger,
victims of nonstrangers were raped more than twice as
often in their own hones and less than one-half as,
often in open, public locations such as streets or parks.

Number of Participants

Rapes by nonstrangers more often involved single
attackers than did stranger-to-stranger rapes and also
more often involved only one victim.

Weapons

Victims of rapes .4 ,, . itted by nonstrangers were
less often.involved in i '..:', ents in tyhich the attacker
used a weapon than were victims ofitrangers. Victims
of norrstrangers were raped by armed attackers lets
than half as often as' were victims of strangers.,

Self-protective Masines

Rape victims of nAlitrangers did sonisthing to
protect themselves as' often as did stranger-to-stranger.
victinis. Roughly seven-tenths oThothtpes of victims

ti t
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hported using some type of Ibilf-proteetive measure.
Victimi of rapes committed by nonstrangers also took
the same actions to prevent the completioit- of ihe
attack, Most victims either screamed or called for help,
or tried to use physical force of some kind.

Injury

Who physical injury is measured in terms of the
proportion of completed rapes compared with the
proportion of attempted i.apes, there is no difference
between injury suffered by victims of strangers and
injury suffered by victims of nonstrangers. Roughly
one-third of the attacks were rapes and two-thirds were
attempted rapes for both ictims of strangers and of
nonstrangets.

However, when physical injury is measured in
terms of the proportion .of victims who reported
needing medical attention following the attack, there
was less injury in rape attacks by nonstrangers. It

.
should be noted that the smaller proportion of victims
of nonstrangers receiving medical attention following .

the attack possibly has nothing to do with- actual
physical injury. Because they may be more reluctant to
inform the police, rape victims of, nonstrangers may
less often underg9 medical examinations for legal
reasons. ,This' would result in nonstranger victims
having a smaller proportion reportln that they needed
medical attention following the attack.

informing the .Polic

Victims raped by norcstrangers informed the police
of the attack less'often than did'vietirns of strangers.
The .proportion of victims of nonstringers who
reported the rape attack to the police was about
one-fifth less than the proporti9n of %,ietims of
strangers who reported.

The indication that victimvof nonstrangers report
rapes to the police less often than victims of stra ngesiis
congruent with their lower`rate of reporting to survey
interviewers., This finding also lends some support to
the above sui&stion that victims of nonsirangers may
sicsil often receive tisedical/ legal examinations follow-
ing the rape attack.

52f,

Rape victims of nonstrangers, compered with
victims of strangers, more often gave as the reason for
not reporting the incident to the police that it was a
private or personal matter.

Theft

Theft was not often an element in the rape
victimizations by strangers; it was even less often a part
oY those by nonstrangers. Something was stolen from
the victim in roughly one-twelfth of the rapes by
nonstrangers, compared with one-sixth of the rapes by
strangers.

The survey findings on the differences between
stranger and nonstranger rape support the view that
the relationship between the,yictim and the offender is
a critical element in rape viCtimizations. Victims who
are raped by men they tc.now are more often raped by
lone offenders and members of their own race; they are
more often attacked in their own homes; and they are
less likely to be threatened by weapons or- to have
something stolen from them.

Although it gpight be suggested that victims of
nonstrangers %wad be less resistant than victims of
'strangers, the survey results do not support this
-hypothesis. Victims.of nonstrangers were about as
likely to use self-pro(cetiye measures as victims of
strangers. Amies (l99 I:246) stugy of rape, using
incidents from police files in Philadelphia, also
suggested \that the behavior of the victim is similar in
stranger and nonstranger rape. The victimization
survey results are in agreemeat with other findings
from Amir's 0971:243, 248) research, for example,
that single attackers are more common in nonstranger
rape and that intimidation with ik weapon was less

likely when the offender was known to the victim.'
As woilld be anticipated, victims who were raped

by nonstrangers informed the police less frequently
and more often considered the incident a private or
personal matter.

Togethell these findings suggest that rate attacks
involving participants known to each other may be
very different from dime involving strangers. Thus,
the study of tilt victim-offender relatibnshipls crucial
in understapding raped
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-

1 ;: I Asi plesSIeyee of a PRIVATI cesspool, Issisisess sif
Inetieidsief cOr w11144, %silty et cemelssleasS

a r,...I A GOVIRNMENT employe. (114*.sl, Stet*, covey,
fee

3 [ I SELP-IMPLOYED fa OWN INesitess, professional
preetit ssr km?

41.-illforliiatWITHOLIT PAY in femi1y.liesiness et fens?

2t4s, Whet 4.4,5 yes daisy ghost eI LAilt KIRK - (werklat
ittsssias hawse, aint Pe school) sr mairtiliiss :Ise

,(04 l . 'PO'1, ',I - SKIP to =So 4...i Unal** so Work -S&P t
,t Yflth a yob but not it work 7 : Retired
a : Look,ne for wolk st Othei S t

4 Keo,ns house
(.,o,ns to school of Armocf For

- .

h. 0,4 you Os Gay wvii of 1 LAST *KIK, net Coyest weer

nisers4 the Imses, (Not*. It ?arra, or bp 2 OptrOtor ht. H,

oils aboiA .,,,p,s.c1 worlt,1
(00) .o I No Yes New Assay how.; ? _ -110 *5 280

....

I. Wiwi ftla4 ef work w Pe* y-0 w shitst (For example: ltorcsti
(Ffortfer, etoch clerk, typist. farnotir)C. ri -4. ()id yVjliiev itti et litesTsess ft.ti;;;T;;e sto we,*

torograrerily of pent or 0 loysl4 ST Mil ....
(, w) , , -, No a , Yes - Absent . P to 28o

a i Yes. --Layoff

. Whet were yssvt ssost imsortstst 114fivifiO1 Of 46110 (F or
eample. typing, keeping account books, littoral cars, etc.)'

INDIVIDUAL KRIIIN QUESTIONS

34. TA. Itilltwiwt ieestiose ref.. *sly to *lit Own , i ri vis - Is.w way
beeseesseal se roe tkpeitee Nur lest 12 limpatIss - ; Hesse

lifttwees!,_.,_ 1, 117_ od 117.... . Did : I. IN*
yew 6eve yew (piseltt pisheeiT-evr 1111101.11414), '

44. Did yes find say *vies... Owl arworew. ICI yes -- 00s are
ATTIMPTID ts stimil sessoisiosi *et Nowt
Isoleassita te plow! (ettset teopo Soy , ! t- !P"
iistisots eltemsey amatiesed) -

47. bid yew toil tio plait. /ono, rho loll 1) otootits to news
sweet% lie *et hoppeetell se yew whiels ysv **eyed vet
telt..? (Qs reaf eeeset e*y ills 1440 tO fillO 'Wits
esiseeralas $4, isiNierats vow Issve lest feld me ebeet.)

37. Did says*. tek 4.0111414119 (Oise) 4iroolly 1..._1VO4 - wow teary

luso yee by Wilfti 0,0P4O, 1.4 s by 0 flobolt, flee°
massifs" Ist throve' l N. _U..
C:0 **yowl rob yos lq *04 r, I Vel - OOP lallY

1.4!11 titi NI NM i ft v to ,,,,,, (0., A., 41

01141411. Or t 1PN
-

..
1

I, ] No - SKIP 96 4
1.: I' -es net heeesee4?

.

f
so, Did Vyss+se Ike yaw so, attach yew for bit rev Li Yes - Nem wavy

"e"" vols stsassolsist sloth si s tvelverhottle1 pont
(*Nr 09.41 e44y vitris irtaly orirosltwoon --,...,., .1-

A

JJ
Oak et 4 - Wes HH member .1

CHICK stocked or throstinad,cv vrat tarns- r----I Yee reemoteemet

!TIM C thins stolan or ea attempt made to :Li Ps
.

still ietething tt)at belonged to him),

.....

40. Wit, yew hal 141,141,4t et, sr stsseitimi.w14
[ I I." "II ""

ee,,, !sue chef le by says's* et e11? terber thee*?

en sap inelsiessft Iresay mentlene4) :-. 'ION -
41, 04 *fleas TNIIA T IN f Lest- yee tap et -----e . 1 Yee - Nee way

. ,

THRIATIN roe lei* e knife, tee, et twee woe
**et 'teepee. SOT iieltalose telopheee tisteists,

, (stIses.tissa Say I-seldom§ sirs* meratiossd)

4.- id spolyt in 11..." I. row niii___ 5 6s9 moat it
ID yews tiositylst wet s trim*, lest did HOT essp4r9 I. lite Sisliee1

(***e *ea soy itelioate eitimmly laNstiostiod)
a F.:3Ni - IXIP. to Chime ltorri E

42. Did siyvas 'it No et.144 Teivia sew. (.. i Yes - Wm amp
**or *ay, (siesst Ass say istidsvits .

IMeet

otrowdy rtormoitta) ", 1..1I .

Ill {, ] Vas - lriwit heppeeed*

L et - *to HH rotlobtr 13 . IC] Yoe - Now INV
CHICK 51995c999991 or throats-mid, or was tome.' Newt
ITII$ D thins stolen it an attomat moat to ; F.JN.

teil aoritthirts Mat btlonged to him),

41. ()stelae Ow fest I see*s, did *flow* otos
1 t.-) IN Ns' "se

Woof btiwillid to yew Imo lasilhP *Ay tor. , Nesef
`.- et 'reek, voila es peehetes tit' eleAtel! it..1 Ns ---,---

44. Wes, 66,941-69 04916,9 -140 5150. while yew were 4, r- I, Yee - New wog
.peey (ma . hp**, ktt lefties-es tlf se , it Owlet

- oh r ru reittwwwt, or *Ail* orgy-01W ' ( (*a .

00 any of oho *Uteri emotions contain arty thiNts
fte "How maoy tones)"

CHICK
C73 N. - intervew mewl HM ngtenkr End 1-Atfteview

ITIM I ! of tall
i

rSISortdent, and fill
,

Rens 13 09 covte.

7
F"3 Yes - lei It Cromie intoStrit Reotarts.

---... ...

41, t NI say loll ts yssv vs .-. Li V51 - Nee Om
-tioattriwwd).11Fos 6111400i COO') ar 411 miss _. 1$001?

hem yew aett 941. isot II itoirt.of , - ( i N . .
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NIVEA -
MIN NOW *IOC)
Line n ink 141f

Scrttn quottion nunrIthr

(;)
Incident nuathr

Nam
, PIM Aerferey 44 0 .M. 1411. 41.0144i

I itarafi i I foss.l la a«, ia.mual ay Lew(relle Law 934)). All iree240 +We mfereultien 64 verse only Sypet Sens vivito/ n 13343 f4e IR, pe toes ef the 1 u,viy. end ' 1310.4441 et rowersd le 4*4,SVI fer any Ikom04.
P144 14C1.4

Dee4/111411ef or cossitance+43
110C .A, *WO 3COliOuiC 3181.311( 3 AOWIMil In A ONav483, #.3'.33.4sull431, LI ca,..terine rev.* rf14.

hve t Oat CAIN', 40331 ARC Sr /41:14.,41,3?1)4
5. Oreenteieet or jveriCe

CRIME INCIDENT REPORT
NATIONAL CRN4111141111111Y

CENTRAL aims IAMPLI
le. Yei said 0/40 eerie, Ole ietf 12 months - (Refere 10

sippirootiote screen Qustion for description of crime).
I. whit own* (did this/thi the first) let irlant isigie1
(Show (tesncond it necessary.

ErICOVnari rISP041(4,11 togirt CrOCI eorttP4.)

CHICK 10
1101 A

_Mont(t OP -12)

Is thus uncideor report (or

No - SKIP to 1
Vas - (Note: :vies nNat hove 1 of

Imre einti)de incident% which
1.! rsaacodent can't welt Se0oNtely(

b. 111 whet wenth(s) did thes ictidents thh plows?
(Mork ou that apply)

Sprung (March, April. May)
!Summer (June, July. Ailust)
!Fll (ieptembir, Dctobrir, November)

' Winter tOeceniter. jan-uuy, February)

How many intietnts wire invelved a tkls seriest
1 : Three Qr four
2 iv* to ten
3 F !ever. or more
4 ,f Don't know

thiTt RV4EWER - 11 :ries, int t01 too,n1 outs
only to roe m0Sr recent icudint.

Sm. Witte yise groovier, forpleyea, er *wrier!

b.

al almost-
(11

10t.

Cuttomer
I Employ**
s . Owner

1 Other - Specify_

Did At, porse.1(s) mrei at TRY ei stal einytiting 1,0'1,4101
w the stem rseesrent, ire, kettery, etc?it Yes

No' r SKIP to Choc: Hem
on'tknosv

4. ON..ft4 Jftaa4.r-(s) live there r have 601 te be
geist it wvittren,

Ye KIP to Checik !rem 8
No

knOvr

kr. Dia the fleniar(t) actually get la r just TRY to gerin the huiliihrg?
j Actually got in

.2 juSt tried te get in
3 LDon't 4now

a. Wes rher ekr evidence, such es e broken tech r
windily.% that th Iferider(s) (forced his wriy in/YRIID
tie (orce, his wey Irt) th irwiteipte

.7 No2. tithes whet time dill (this the Melt
iceideat hoefeee

Don't krlow
; During th day (Ik a

At night (4 Ltn.. to
I i 6 o.rn. to itiiidn
4 Midosght to 4 cm.
s Don't know .

D.n.)

1

Yet Whet weit th videncli! An).thing ls!
i,4,4ork Olt that Upply)
2 fliokto lock 01 ,ftlndOvi

Cl Forced door or Window
k Or triad:

4 SlathCI Screen
Other Spec i(4'

3.. Did this intidont Nike plit inside th limits ( this
tit), r sLinewistre else!

- I. Hen did the elf ender(s) tier ie/try ta get In)!
. .

\
I Through unlocked door Or windo

2.! 1 SomiliwAtire lse in the United Stites
w1 Outtide the United States -IND INCIDENT REPORT 2 ( !Hetl key

wk.,' Swot* end tieenty did thus incident occur? S Don't know
4 r Other Spit IN

' PruSide limits of thus city - SKIP to 4

State

County
(iTi)

Did it hoop*. tasid Oki 141to #1 a city, town, yifiete, tie,11
' 1 NO

Yes - enter rIbelf y City, town, etc.

-FT
4. Where did this Ascitlewt like pleat!

,,(6) , A, or ,oven <twitting, tn garage or
other building ow oitorty (I('cludes
bre4k-4n at attempted break.in)

1.At et ri vacation hosp4, hott/matel
I ! Inside commercial building such es

store, restaurant, hank, gas station.
Public conveyance et 'fatten

41, ' inside office, ihIC'trt. Of. wereh0A)%0

ti4ew orrn home; said, sidewalk,
iffotowaYi CirKt. agratment holt
(Does not include Inak-In
0140004*4 4aiah4e)

r ) O the street, to a park..field, play.
ground. schiel grounds at perking tot
Inerde tchtel

I -the? Sooty', I n

CHICK
ITO(

SKIP
to Chec k

Was respondent Or any other memter of
this household peasant whet, this
incident occumarP (If not sort, ASK)

No - SKIP to ilo
Yti

ASK
So

to Check
Item

4.

IL Did the portents) have weeps* seek es gee et half.,
se setmething he wee esielll es 0 elelleen, %VOA isbottle, er wteath!

I. No

t I 1 Don't know

Yes Whet wet the weapon! (*Pk all that aroty)
$ Gun.

Khtft .

Li Othor Socify_
. h. Did the persen(1) hit yorr,Itothelt y;te down, et ethiellyettetit me la seise Witt way!

i 171-1Yet i- SfoP to 7t

ti Did the poesottis) Neroatott yto vtIth Item Ia ooy wee
I [jNs. SKIP to 7.

}Yes

Pogo ft

0

II

0

59.



AL New wow yee shroormorPl Aoy rolww woe
(Mork 01 thee anoly1

vfgbat evoat 1.74

a Vebil WW1104 0 mask *Ow 1.194g MO*
$ Weeeen present es Owileteoied

ifitA *mew
' Attenteted emelt with weieer

(few 4446410. 11'44 40
1 !Detect threw's 14414111e

k P OlIowet tAterOLL***1
7 OtASI SOootr

SIMI MC

SKIP
to
0

I. 11/ko eeloolly kooteoesl? Anyokiet els/0
(Mer thee apoly)

C.) k Simeethint token without powitsion
11_ Attempted si threatened to

take $0041-thtn$

r, Hoisted. argument, elusive leoguAta
orcikle entry or attempted

forcibli erstry of hiss'se
terciols entry 04 etten441141
ntry of Cie
Damaged to destroyed orosseity
Atter/sited itvessened to
damage Of CifittiOy proptyty
Oche, Soe, 4, 7

Kew dId 'Ste ref. 4564(4) Week yw' Asp
eth,,, ways odors thot 01)010

Rapid
s 1-611143 tO '991

; ti,t *Ith obieci held ,o hand. %het, knifed
Hit by thrown iblect

s N,t. flapped, knocked down
1 Grabbed. Mild. uis000d. tunteed, pushed

7 I. Other - 54oec,fy

1

7

SKIP
to
rOo

So. Whet wore rho inferiors rem seffer44, If eyty1
s Anydriing *Ise? Inkek (Of thin oPPirl

- SKIP !o too
RAP-ed

8 Attempted rept
4 Knife or gunthot
s Broken bones or tee
e loserna5 tnturies, krs
7 black eye, OA

Otnoe Screcify

h. Were yew lolerowl ho Hoe extorts taw pow n
ese44.01 emotion eater Woe etosek!

i No SKIP to 10a

t Yes

4t. Did ylito ratelv goy trestfoest if beseltalf

®II ' No
a .

roer:Incy rOem treernsent only
I! Stayed Orem mght 04 longer -

Her meaty0
I. Whet wet rite Nisei oirsynt *drew ite410

e spartos Hrsoltine +roe this itteilittot, INCLUDINO
onyololst sold hy losoroesea lowly& Isisspitel
e nd ileelow kills, osetielne, okorepy, Welts, sod
soy sokeo inforytaleoesi molts& e:writes.
tNTEAVIEwf - If rtioondirnt dc.110 oOt know
okoct omovnt, foteuneste hflo to five Oo

oj:
hie"cott - SKIP to Iao

S.

iced 0i4t

Ciokos

'AIWA

Don't tower
le. At 4. Hi* OI tiko loslioot, were yed severest

by env 141.1 losorook*O, Se Wli p.0 *lillibl.
i9i kessellos five eel Ohs tole sf Iseolok
blioflft otovoo, look es katseleeld, Vetemses'
Adlefilltreeles, or Wale Mellen?

WOO to 10e
I Ej Don't know
I C] yes

Olp

w.

Cleoe to is Oslo wish ewe se leessreeop
eesiedsties et p4itipe01 Is ilidet Ote4 NH to ell
414 roo...00diosi r00000s poitt
0 N. IMP M 10e

So. Did imstetveite spy lowohlo Weer' lts preiptese pry for oil or port of
Ilso Wel weasel sets?

MO yet settled
a Nem SWfW te 10o

aN All
4 Piro

4. Now York d ssowonee or s hosshi f;enekts ewes pay!.

lObalain In @WINK*. if niKesiorY.)

Wm. Did yew olo pe*Ntol reproof,' or reit priporty
deilpe Ike ilsekleeo

03 1-73 No - OUP to 11
a Yes

Is. Whet 444 polo de? Anysklot else! (*we ell inert nPIrly)
:3 Used/brandished gun er knife

1E3 Ustsd/triod physicist force (hit, chased, threw ebtect, used

.t.110.0. etc.)
I to tat help, ettreCt attention. scot ffender away

(screamed, yelled, callisi fro help, tartithanirthts, etc )
4 ri Threatened, argued. reasoned etc., wtch Ohm*
s L-1 Restated without force. used evasive ection (ren/droys away,

fit/. he locked door. ;lucked, shieldod self. etc.)

r] Other

Yee ,

11. moo the grime eC L. ly one 7

e. Wes sit
towel.

oily gee or mire eiteo one potent
LI Don't know s Tr:More then one

SKIP to 120

w eld would yew toy
the person .retf b. 14ew *Id world yet, soy Wm
ID Under 12 yomteest wet!

4 C._ I 12-14
l H Under 17 s (71 i or Ovfif
a L_ 12-14 IP

s f 3 1S-17 3 E-1 11-47 60 Don't know

4i: ! 11-20
4 ,:.) 11-20

a ' I 21 or over 1. Mew el4 werefa yore sroy tio.
oldest wet!

I. Mew moony pressen'?

9. Were dirty wile et towels?
t 0 All male
a J All forst,
$ (`) Male and Weald
4] Don't know

) Don't know G ir,":1 Under 12 11-20
a LI 12-14 $ [-_; 21 or over

e. Wes Ow person $441111.1131
knew tw wet be e motto/ [J.) 15-17 Don't kfleoi

0 t ri Stranger
a L.) Don't know

_I Known try
stet Only

asual
cqueintance

ICJ Will known

SKIP
tO

d. Wes the prowl e reletivto
et yeert?

, [Ii N.
Yes - Whet reltlensItlat
a LI Spouse x.seeuse

---,e,pAParent
r-.) owp chdd

s [j] &other es titter

.1.

r.,) Other rotative -
Seecrty

e. Wes Ise/she

r E.) Wt.!

I 1::] NW*? SPCIP

*0 Olkott - StaeCilY

AD Don't Wow

West ow el oh* persons keener
ei oeleiesi is yea 1st Wet* they
ell sweetetst
$ D All stiongos

I [II Don't know
C: All reletives

4 j Somm relatives
C11 All known

al-sj Some known

h. Now well were they keswat
(Mork..41 that ogly)
IL] Sy sight only
a E.] Casual

aelluelntance(s)
*ill known . .

I. Plow wet* Noy relote4 se yips?
lkkork el/ the sopP41

4 ti Ot84K11/
flittRit

I J Cites&
tistKifY1

SKIP
to mg

to
SKIP

UCIP
tO

art-speuse
ILI Peewits
i[jOwit

children

.
oltIfeee ell el *eel -

I

t *yet
* Oohed Sscify

4 CD Contlinotion Ws* 7

Pale Ii

Don't krtoor



C11114 0017000$ Coortioorrel
1)e. Mat* yore *ke ooly pecsoa *see Isesiles *Ise *Ohicaliecis)1

1St I ; Ye. - !KW te I So
[ iNe

g?)

-4

0-54)

l *see poraoae, mot or000t4o.perceeif, weft
ye luseasorl, et tktectieeer D. wet took4o at:own
*Do I veva of 000.
o r SK* to firs

NutoW ef toreeihe
t. ...-----..

Ass 14 of *see wallas maseher* ef your ha" ao4.ol4 wort0. oot losioe hoosettold akoriaota vo4w 1) roots el oto.OHMS
Yet - Moor Posey, tot reoreelff

(Also e*Ark "Yee" in Check item I on page i7)
13e. Wet soutotitte, stoiers or tekoe ottiorwt porreltsion the*

beIrtieeotte yse I. **ors Is tko hooseao-142
1N TERVIEWER Incluch onythirts stolen fru* 4
unrecosyrrtobr* business in reepondent's hoof.
Do not in-clock anytions stolen /ram 0 r*Cotinitobla
Ousintm lit rittplot*Oant'a home or *mother botinvia, su(h
as metchondise GI cash from a register,
I I 1 Yet - SKIP to In
s f I Ne

0i)

Old Ate prseseco4s) ATTEMPT ro.rok semothioi taot
belewarcti te yew 'Otero la tbs hwititeld!

i I No SKIP to I),
yut

c, tktffy Ivy to *eke, irtyr.41no.;ite,
(Murk nit chat apply)

Purse

2 L-1, 1Naliet or motley

lfl Cit
a !Other mdtor veh'cle

;Part of car (hubcap, tape-de(k,
a Don't know

] Other - Snec,fy

Old they sae e put
or wronoy mork n /lc)

11111,

S

"1 Yee

a. Wet thtparseiwellet/reeney)
as yew. lefasn, feyinsteaa* la pecker t keine Stefriv

I No
} SKIP to ego

1 yet

What 414 hapoorit 5fr4o,lt !hot apply)
Attic kid

Threatened wati harm
.21 ..) Attorripte6 to.breek .nto house o( geniis

Attecnuted to brisk into cod
si ) Hatassird. ergunitn't, abusive language

] Oamsged or destroyed PrbP.7tY
7 r-1 ot ttutratened to damage or

_Y

CHICK Ilk
TIM C

f. Ike* ***stoke,*
ere leovse4.4141

Casa .
and 'Of

Piellefty: ("ore
o 1 Only lash
1.f 1 lowse

:1 Wallet
I{ { Coe

.41 ) Other MOW vehtcle

Pert of clic (hubtaa, tape-deck, etc.)

Wes g cot to eaftee foe*/ vehicle mime*

CHICK
(Sok 1 tie 4 aweicif in l3f)

ITU* 0 LI No - SKIP to Caeca Ito** E

Yst

1441. 14.4 wooitslemi se es* 044 (est/e2442 vokitle) *vet been
elvea Se Nur pecsaw *gut Oselii ft?

E.) N.
$ [I Oreh't know

a [1 Yea

a. OW*. pars.** totem** (aorAtimor voitiele),

ISKIP to Check /tem E

LI No 4

Is Sox I a 2 r*arked in .

CHICK LIMO mils to Ise
ITIM I

L) Yet
vat

S. Wes At (pertoewellot/okeoey) e0 yew pereaft, 4I Sweat.,le peck*, 0\, we fold hy yew Aso it *yes tekoat?

1.-1 Yes

N4

CHIC
Was only cash taken? (lox 0 ihorked in 3f)

1 I Yes - SKIP AO '16.

I. No

I **tether, witet wet the relit. *I Nie PROPIRTY
icet wet Nikon?

/NTEItViEwElt - Exclude stolen cosh, owl enter SO forstolen chocks and crept cords, even if they wart tasetf.

SKIP
to
lea

ci
144.w di4 roo doeNk *sloe of cite property that we*°ohm) (Mort Olt that apply)C) 1[7)0611nel cost
ILI Roolscsm.ni cost

Ei pv1021211 estimate of tumult value
4 E Insure/re tepart estimate

1 Polite atimate
$ Don't know
7 [71 Othe - SPecify

tar athopod I. yaw or elptivs i
WAet *it,'

ill Cho, apply)

- SKIP to I4c

4 ) Other - Specify

Ito. Wes ell or port of I. seoloa money or pro4orty roarrvoroll.**tear for aortal*, roceivo4 from ;atom..?0 0 None

)

*

Ci)

SKIP.to I iof,l3 Ali
$ Part

a. Plow wes roserirr.41

rs4/ot
Prolvottr (AWrk oil that apply)
O 0 Caah only recovered - SKtP to I 7on Purse

0 Wallet
0 Cat

Othef motor vehicle
[73 Pan of cat (Nils*, toottqletk, Ott.)

Other - Specify

e. W144 eras *Ito volt, al tivo proforit rotovors4
movaro4 toga)/

*40w Nth.. ,i4.547



111111111111111114I IMCIDINT OUISTKIOSS Contiaped

I ; ! Oisn't know

1( : Yes
- . ---., --,

h. Was this teat /*fettled 41 Inn intlifillOtt (111,1001.1y?

ralf No

t L. I Don't knew } SKIP to Ile

1

t. Wet Ay of tilts less meow/wed Htmegh isstorts

! Not yet settled
SKIP to illo

17e. Wes then, esty lasemsato *poles* *Ott Eits. Were Mse pollee lehtosed el this lisaidrsat la say way?,

1 D'No

} SKIP to 1.0
a Cl NA' t. kAatte - SKIP tet CNICItilvo G

yea - WU telt them?,
I

tts 11 LI Ho4ors4old momber
r CD $0144it gltg SKIP to Chock Nom G

$ Ei Police on scone

l No . .

s .! yes

d. How sh wet IIIIIv4itle

INTERVIEWER froPetty rep* 04 by tnsutonct
company n I tedd of cosh sat[itrarit, oak for st,a,dIt
of o tue (if the Property rtgtgig4.

11o. 014.05y Iiirsseltsildnillnilh., 1111% Pty,time hew werk
I *It ;it triowt,

o No - SKIP to f90

Yes Hew mew, weaker%

Hw wocS tiw ws isms ltogoisisr/

est theo) I day

I -5 dalys

4-10 dors

0.e, 10 ciao

Can't know

a. Wise, we* *a toesee this Inoitlosst was aot rtsported t
the pollee? Work oil that 'Pair)
I n Nethipg could at Oahe - lack of proof
al Old not think it impottant enough
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